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~000O000~
INTRODUCTION

The Pike River Mine [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pike_River_Mine](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pike_River_Mine) disaster occurred at a location 46 km north-northeast of Greymouth on the West Coast of New Zealand’s South Island. Commencing on Friday, 19 November, 2010, it resulted from a huge methane gas explosion in the mine tragically leaving 29 people trapped and presumed dead, and was followed by subsequent explosions and a fire. It was arguably one of the greatest mass media’s globally publicized disasters of 2010.

Now that the dust has largely settled after the tragedy, and the plethora of chief City of London-controlled global mass-media propaganda spin-doctors have had their say – and all the controlled mainstream TV stations, newspapers, aligned government officials, big business leaders and their subservient puppets have added to the litany of lies – this author shall add a few home truths of his own that these supposedly shining, outstanding paragons of human integrity have deceptively not told to the world public!

Although a difficult and complicated subject, (which many may simply find overwhelming), because it involves extremely complex commercial collusion and conspiracy at the highest level largely by extremely wealthy, educated men – for the sake of urgency and brevity, while the event is still fresh in people’s minds, this book has been written and published little more than one month after the event and is only 50 odd pages long. It is certainly far from being a complete work on the subject, but hopefully, at least for the average reader it shall be provocative enough to at least set forth an alternate view other than that provided by the controlled media.

Before any attempt is first begun to outline what has happened and why it has happened, it is important to first comprehend the basic, historical, incestuous, highly corrupt relationship between global big business and the government in the mining industry, particularly the coalmining industry.

City of London Corporation

Although a very esoteric subject indeed, and difficult for many to fully understand, over the last 800 years or so, all global business, banking, and commerce has gradually been transferred from the control of the Roman Catholic Church in Rome to come under the control of the British Sovereign in London. Now when the author refers to the “City of London” in the UK, he is not referring to the “Greater City of London” itself that most people normally identify with – he is referring to the City of London Corporation which is entirely different. The City controls the global financial world today and is a separate, giant, Protestant, religious, Masonic, Fabian Socialist, banking kingdom inside the old Roman walls of ancient London. The City governs itself and is not responsible to the British Parliament.
The Sovereign controls the City through his or her control of the Lord Mayor, who is elected each year and officially heads the Corporation. In this way the Protestant Sovereign rules the world. At present Queen Elizabeth II heads the City. Some people controversially believe St. John prophesied she would do so (Revelation 18:7) and subsequently he also prophesied that she finally would be judged, removed from power and made desolate in one hour according to Revelation 18:10,17,19. Time will tell.  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/City_of_London
http://www.london-footprints.co.uk/artillerycos.html

Guildhall: Worshipful Company of International Bankers

Within the Corporation itself are Twelve Great Companies and their many subsidiary companies domiciled at Guildhall that control the commercial and political world. Amongst these many subsidiary companies, for example, and one of the most recently established is The Worshipful Company of International Bankers. http://www.internationalbankers.co.uk/content/history.aspx It was incorporated by Royal Charter of Queen Elizabeth II on 10th December 2007 and now controls, either directly or indirectly, every major bank in the world, including those in the Commonwealth, EU, USA, China, India, Japan, Russia etc. Although many of the Twelve Great Companies have been operating for over 800 years or so, the Worshipful Company of International Bankers is a relatively new one. It has only recently been formed, because it wasn’t fully considered that until 2007 the City truly controlled the whole global banking world – as it does now. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Livery_Company

Guildhall: The Worshipful Company of Fuellers

Most of the other companies are either very old or have grown out of much older companies. Amongst these is The Worshipful Company of Fuellers http://www.fuellers.co.uk/html/466.html
The Fuellers, or coal traders, were originally members of the Woodmengers’ Company in the 14th century, which ceased in the 18th century. Its Royal Charter was granted by King James I in 1605. Today the Company controls all of the global energy industries including the major oil giants and corporations dealing in coal, oil, and gas like BP and Shell. Because it originated in the coal industry, its Latin motto is; In Carbone Robur Nostrum’ ‘Our Strength is in Coal.’

For about the last 400 years the coal companies held under the jurisdiction of The Worshipful Company of Fuellers, owned by the British aristocracy, headed by the British Sovereign, have been amongst the most corrupt, devious, inhuman, murderous organizations on earth. Under Queen Victoria, during the Victorian era till the 1840s, children as young as five were forced to work underground in the coal mines for up to 12 hours per day in horrific, dark, wet, noisy, poorly ventilated, hazardous conditions. It wasn’t just dark, filthy, and noisy or rat infested working in the mines. Children often became severely deformed from their back breaking work, developed crippled legs, curvature of the spine, skin irritations, heart disease, lung cancer, asthma, bronchitis and rheumatism. Fatal accidents and disasters were common.
Many died from roof collapses, poisonous gas, flooding, methane explosions and fire. Maximum life expectancy for miners then was about twenty-five.

**Mines Act 1842**

As a result of Evangelical Christian pressure, in 1842, the *Mines Act* was passed. (The Bible Old Testament is full of laws outlining the onerous responsibilities of all employers to properly care for and provide safe working conditions for workers. For example, Deuteronomy 22:8 (KJV) warns, “When thou buildest a new house, then thou shalt make a battlement for thy roof, that thou bring not blood upon thy house, if any man fall from thence.”). The act was far from perfect, but it did prevent women, girls and boys under the age of 10 from working underground. But boys aged 10 or older still continued to work in the mines throughout the 19th century. Much of the workers’ union movement that we have today grew out of the gross hypocrisy of the British Protestant Christian wealthy aristocratic families’ abuse of their employees in the coal mines of the 19th century.

Today it is still largely the modern “heirs” of these same old rich British banking and mining families that control the giant energy and mining corporations around the world. While they have improved somewhat, largely as the result of outside, public, union or political pressure, their inherent tactics, greed and corrupt practices haven’t changed much in the last 150 years! This can be best illustrated by the glaring fact that in spite of the development of modern technology to much more accurately measure dangerous gas levels in mines from around the time of the Second World War onwards – the miner’s canaries as a harmful gas warning system to test the air quality in British mines were only just phased out in 1987.

Today many of these old 19th and 20th century giant British banks and companies, and their US subsidiaries, also heavily invest in coal mines in China, to exploit the country’s low wages, use of unsafe mining practices, and work with corrupt officials to make huge profits. In 2009, China lost 2630 coal miners, 77 times more than the US. China’s current coal output amounts to about 35% of the world’s production, but China has 80% of the world’s coal mining deaths. Every year four times the number of coal miners die in China as die in the rest of the world combined. This is caused by endemic corruption and collusion at the highest levels between Chinese government officials and wealthy commercial interests working in tandem together to extract maximum profits at the exclusion of worker safety and interests. In fact, in China today if you do not pay off or bribe government officials, there is no way you will ever open a mine. A common practice is for mine owners to gift (bribe) valuable mining shares to government officials to get them to agree not to implement expensive safety standards. The *Yanzhou Coal Mining Company* is a good example of foreigners operating there. It is one of the top 50 Chinese companies listed in US stock exchanges in terms of highest profit margins and greatest deaths. In all these operations, miners are simply “sacrificed” as “cannon-fodder” in preventable “accidents” for ever more profits. The coal mining industry is therefore one of the most corrupt industries in the world, second only to banking. N.M. Rothschild & Sons in London just happen to be Yanghou’s financial advisors!

[www.yanghoucoal.com.cn/gsgg/img/site8/.../002511ebc3a60c6af0504.pdf](www.yanghoucoal.com.cn/gsgg/img/site8/.../002511ebc3a60c6af0504.pdf)
Deliberately caused “accidents:” Pearl Harbor & 9/11

However, there is another, much more sinister aspect of this inherent lust for money and greed for global power centered in the City of London. It is the practice of not just killing people “accidentally” for profit, but of deliberately sacrificing or “murdering” entire large groups of people to manipulate public opinion through the global media (which they control as well) to achieve a predetermined goal. These devious tactics have long been used by the British banks and corporations to extend the City and Sovereign’s power. For example, it is now well known that Sir Winston Churchill and President F.D. Roosevelt colluded together in 1940 – early 1941 to destroy the entrenched “isolationist view” of American public opinion to bring the US into the Second World War in support of Britain. This was done by deliberately setting up the Japanese to attack Pearl Harbor on Sunday, December 7, by killing (murdering) over 2,000 innocent American servicemen. Roosevelt knew that an attack was coming at least 3 months in advance before the event, but deliberately didn’t tell his commanders at Pearl Harbor. In reality, all the servicemen who died were murdered to “change” American public opinion to agree to America joining the war in support of Britain. [Link](http://www.thenewamerican.com/history/american/574)

Again, later, the 9/11 attacks by the fascist US government (and not Osama bin Laden) on September 11, 2001, which murdered nearly 3,000 people, was to help President George Bush Junior promote the passing of the draconian new US “anti-terrorist” legislation and laws against the American public. Hitler arranged the burning of the Reichstag in a similar fashion, so to, Emperor Nero, in his burning of fascist Rome. History is full of evil men carrying out such acts. [Link](http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/911_reichstag.html)

Fascism: “Merger of Socialism with Corporatism”

_Fascism_ is best described as the “merger of socialism with corporatism.” It is created when corrupt leaders, monarchs, emperors or presidents, collude with wealthy business families, corporations and government together to form a _fascist dictatorship_ – and that’s what we have now developing all around the world including even here in little New Zealand.

All this can be proven without a shadow of doubt. Today usually when the Queen officially enters the City of London Corporation she travels in her _Gold State Coach_. On the rear of the coach, two Tritons, sons of Neptune, are each carrying the _Roman fasces_ – ancient symbol of _fascism_ which symbolize her power – previously used by both dictators, Hitler and Mussolini. Fascism is the rule by tyranny and dictatorship. [Link](http://edition.cnn.com/2002/WORLD/europe/06/04/uk.gold.coach/index.html)

In ancient Rome the fasces symbolized the supreme authority and power of the emperor who alone had the power ‘at once to scourge and decapitate.’ Reproductions of these two _fasces_ on the rear of the Queen’s Gold State Coach are now mounted on the rear wall behind the Speaker’s Rostrum in the US House of Representatives, showing that the US government is
now also a fascist government headed not by the US President – but indirectly by the British Queen. This fact cannot be disputed. Have a look at a photo of the inside of the US House of Representatives? The US Capitol Building, the center of the US government, is crowned with the Statue of Freedom with the base supported by Roman fasces – symbol of Nazi fascism. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statue_of_Freedom  www.rexcurry.net/pledgerome.html http://encyclopedia.wikia.com/wiki/File:Fasces_Mussolini-Hitler_mark.jpg

When the Sovereign, with his or her corrupt, supporting lords, knights, barons, wealthy families, governor generals, judges, police, bankers, corporations, media and government bureaucrats etc. all conspire to work together – what you have is fascism. When it is done on a global basis through international agencies such as the Commonwealth of Nations (which controls the UN), UN, EU, World Trade Organization, IMF, World Bank, militarily through NATO, and financially through private corporations of the City of London Corporation – it is then become “global fascism!” This is the case dominating the political and financial system throughout the world today, including in New Zealand. This explains why rarely, if ever, the real truth about anything important ever gets out to the general public or ordinary working class citizens.

Hence the reason why, in the public interest, the author has been motivated to write this little book about the Pike River Coalmine tragedy, with details that the Queen’s rich, mass-media barons and journalistic spin-doctors have deliberately not told to the general public.
CHAPTER ONE

PIKE RIVER COALMINE HISTORY

The Pike River Mine is an underground coal mine, owned by Pike River Coal Ltd. Coal in the area was discovered in the 1940s, and the consenting process for mining the coal in the area goes back to the 1970s. The mine is located on Crown land administered by the Department of Conservation, adjacent to the Paparoa National Park. Because of the location, Pike River Coal Ltd had to obtain the Minister of Conservation’s agreement to an access arrangement for mining the area under Section 61(2) of the Crown Minerals Act 2001. On 12 March 2004, the Minister of Conservation Chris Carter approved the access arrangement for Pike River Coal Ltd to develop the mine under strict conservation restrictions. Effectively this required the main access tunnel to be driven 2.3km in an upwards 5 degree gently-sloping gradient, through the Hawera Fault, a 60meter wide dangerous earthquake zone of unstable, fractured, methane infiltrated rock. This runs alongside the primary coal seam holding huge quantities of fugitive methane gas concentrations, making the design of the mine development extremely difficult to ventilate properly and dangerous from the start. Since methane gas is lighter than air, the fugitive methane emissions would naturally accumulate at the working head of the mine and not naturally drift out of the tunnel without the addition of extensive ventilation shafts fitted with extraction fans running continuously.

The company nevertheless went ahead in spite of the potential difficulties and excessive costs, because the potential rewards were great with an estimated value of the mine at $2.3 billion (now over $4 billion), with an estimate in excess of 58 million tonnes of coal reserves. Initially Pike River Coal Ltd was listed on the New Zealand and Australia stock exchanges with the controlling shareholders, New Zealand Oil and Gas Ltd (29% stake plus options and bonds), with two Indian companies Gujarat NRE Coke Ltd (17% share) and Saurashtra Fuels Private Ltd (15% share), with the two latter companies intending to buy about half the projected running production of the mine’s coal. Also, a $US30 million convertible bond issue to Liberty Harbor LLC (part of Goldman Sachs Asset Management) was completed on 12 March, 2008, equivalent to $NZ 37.4 million being issued.

At its inception the company claimed that the coal from the Paparoa Range, with its “low ash and phosphorus levels, top of the range plasticity and strong performing characteristics” was in huge demand for high quality steel manufacturing around the world. This had the effect of pushing the share price up from $NZ1.00 in early 2008 to $NZ2.45 six months later, making it the best performer on the NZ Stock Exchange (NZX), with a market capitalization of about $NZ400 million, becoming one of New Zealand’s 50 largest companies.

However, during the development stages, the opening of the mine was beset by incessant delays and large cost overruns, pushing startup overhead costs up from an anticipated ($NZ174 million to $NZ300 million and pushing back the commencement of production by 18 months. Among the holdups was a major rock collapse in the ventilation shaft and
concerns over the levels of methane. Coal production started in October 2008, and in November 2008, Gerry Brownlee, the Minister of Energy and Resources and Economic Development, formally opened the mine.

In August 2010, after many years working on the project, CEO Gordon Ward, unexpectedly resigned, and was replaced by BHP-trained Australian, Peter Whittall. By the end of September 2010, the company was burning up to $NZ8 million a month, had arrived at the limit of its bank credit and was forced to turn to its principal shareholder NZ Oil and Gas Ltd for a lifeline, a $NZ25 million short-term working facility. The loan, originally to be repaid in mid-December 2010, carried a fee of $600,000 and a 13% interest rate.

Then in October 2010, the month before the explosion, when the new CEO had only been in office for about a month, Pike River Coal Ltd’s (PRC) CEO Peter Whittall was forced to halve production forecasts for the June 2011 year to between 320,000 and 360,000 tonnes. The *Sunday Star-Times* reported that PRC “had recorded cumulative net losses after tax for the period July 2006 to June 2010 totaling $NZ54.1 million.” In PRC’s 2010 Annual Report, as of September 2010, the company had made only two very small shipments of coal, one of 20,000 tonnes and the second of 22,000 tonnes, with a total value of $NZ9 million to one of PRC’s major shareholders, Indian company Gujarat NRE Coke. In short, the company was failing.

Pike River Coal Ltd was never ever going to realistically make a profit as an *underground mine* with such an inappropriate access tunnel rising into the hugely expensive methane gas problems at the coal face alongside a major earthquake fault. The highly restrictive environmental restrictions placed on it in the conservation park by the Department of Conservation added to the problems.

However, its special approval to operate in a New Zealand National Conservation Park was seen as a major “stepping stone” by international investors to “open the door” to extensive exploration and “opencast” mining development by foreign companies in the country’s environmentally protected areas, despite widespread public opposition to such plans.
CHAPTER TWO

PIKE RIVER COALMINE EXPLOSION & SAFETY NEGLIGENCE

According to news reports, the giant methane explosion in the mine occurred around 3.15pm – 3.30pm on Friday, 19 November 2010. Quite simply, it was massive. The force of the explosion blew out of a 110meter deep ventilation shaft and blackened the surrounding bush 60meters away from the shaft portal. It also blew over 2km down the main access tunnel and was recorded by a CCTV camera at the portal blasting outwards for 52 seconds, so remarkably, there must have been an enormous, undetected buildup of methane in the mine prior to the explosion, but no warnings or alarms for the miners ever sounded.

Clearly, there was no proper fixed methane gas detection monitoring system in the mine connected to alarms, or if there was the system was not working. It seems there also was no monitoring system to the office outside for 24 hour constant surveillance either. All this is rather strange, since strategically located gas detectors are now a standard requirement in all Australian and US underground coal mines. There are strict requirements to provide extensive gas monitoring, safety and health management systems in all Australian mines in which the CEO, Peter Whittall, has been trained and worked. Why were there none working? The first reports of an explosion were at 3.45pm and management was not even aware that there had been an explosion until around 4.10pm, nearly an hour after the estimated time of the explosion! This is much more than extreme negligence.

http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/4368031/Mine-explosion-timeline

Prior to the advent of modern technology, two or three male canaries, (because of their frequent singing), were placed in small, individual cages and were taken into underground coal mines as detectors of hazardous gasses. Methane is lighter than air, carbon monoxide is heavier. Cages were placed at appropriate locations. If gas concentrations were too high, at first the canaries would feel unwell and would stop singing. If the air didn’t improve they would die. Sometimes mine safety lamps were used as well. These methods did work to some extent, but they were imprecise and still had some serious deficiencies. Today, however, modern technology has far surpassed the canary and this caveman approach, where in the past miners often walked straight into potentially hazardous areas to test the gases with fatal results.

Today there are now numerous hi-tech integrated systems available with state-of-the-art detectors and alarms, often connected to computers that can monitor real time information on methane and other gas levels inside and outside the mine. They can also provide a real time display showing barometric pressure, air velocity and any seismic activity as well.

Tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) technology, high sensitivity methane gas detection equipment is also available. Handheld personal BPA Laser Methane
Gas Detectors are also available for miners as well that are lightweight, shock and vibration resistant, simple to operate, self-calibrating, will not ignite coal dust, provide instant gas analysis, and provide **REMOTE PROTECTION UP TO 500 FEET AWAY**! These detectors are also invaluable in mine rescue operations. **Today there is simply “no excuse” for any, properly run, safety conscious, coal mine company to have any explosion at all!**


For example, there are strict requirements for alternative electricity supply, continuous gas monitoring of both portable and fixed methane, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and oxygen gas detectors in all underground coal mines in Queensland, Australia, and they are all clearly outlined in the *Queensland Coal Mining Safety and Health Regulation 2001* (still in force as at 1st October 2010). These regulations also specify precise locations of detectors and alarms, an underground mine manager who is designated to acknowledge alarms, and at least one person must be on the surface at all times monitoring the situation when at least one person is underground. The regulations also provide precise safety requirements for the site senior executive to follow, including the monitoring of auxiliary or booster fans which are to be protected by methane detectors connected to audible and visible alarms that trip the electricity supply to the fans when the gas concentration exceeds 2%.


According to all news reports, the Pike River Mine explosion was discovered by a mine electrician, Russell Smith, who went into the mine to investigate a power outage, and was hit by the mine blast about 1km into the access tunnel. In the United States, it is well known by all executives in the coal mine industry that Federal Mining Regulations require that **all personnel must begin evacuating a mine within 15 minutes of a fan stoppage**.

Since the power stoppage had occurred long before the explosion, it may have caused the ventilation fans to stop, causing the methane gas levels to build up to dangerously explosive levels very quickly, thus causing the explosion. Had the workers stopped and evacuated the mine immediately the power outage had occurred as they should have within the well-known recommended safety period, they would never have been killed, and probably there never would have been an explosion. All underground coal mines in the US and Australia must have secondary power supply. **According to reports, remarkably, Pike River Mine Ltd had no proper gas monitoring system, no auxiliary power supply, and obviously no safety plan to evacuate the mine following a power failure, accident or explosion.**

The UN Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) Ad Hoc Group of Experts on Coal Mine Methane and the Methane to Markets Partnership (M2M0 Coal Technical Subcommittee and Project Network produced a “**Glossary of Terms for Coal-bed Methane/Coal Mine Methane**” in May 2008. This was produced to develop common terms and standards for the global coalmining industry. In page 3 of the glossary, they state that **firedamp**, the explosive range limits of methane gas in air are generally between 5% (Lower Explosive Limit) and 15% (Upper Explosive Limit). Because explosive concentrations may fall outside this range with variances in temperature and barometric pressure, ‘safe’ levels of
methane are, therefore, generally recognized to be below 1% in mine ventilation air, 2% in bleeder shafts, and above 25% in methane degasification systems.

The most damning indictment of the Pike River coal mine operation was made by Andrew Watson, the Operations Manager of the United Kingdom Mines Rescue Operations. Publicly condemning the mine’s safety standards, he told The New Zealand Herald (26 November 2010) that methane levels had to have reached 5% to 15% of the atmosphere for an explosion to occur. In Britain, he pointed out, work stopped in mines once methane levels reached just 1.25%, and they were evacuated once they reached 2%. Watson told the newspaper: “So, either the warning system was inadequate, or it was not sufficiently monitored. **I’ve been in mines rescue for 32 years and I’ve never seen a disaster of this level. The eyes of the world will be on this investigation.**”

International Mines Rescue Body secretary Alex Gryska told The New Zealand Herald: “Having incidents like this in developing countries is one thing. Having it happen in western countries is uncommon.”

**The reality is, there was no power back-up generation, there was no adequate monitoring of gas levels, there were no alarms, there were no plans in place for rescue teams to respond quickly in an emergency, and there were no substantive back-up supplies of oxygen, food and water to ensure trapped miners could survive a protracted rescue operation. In short, the miners were doomed from the beginning.**

All of the following key, highly experienced, educated mining executives, were fully aware of these “basic” mine safety requirements in Australia, Britain and the US, yet they deliberately and knowingly refused to implement them in the Pike River Mine.

---

One can therefore only reach the incontrovertible conclusion that the disastrous explosion on 19th November 2010 was quite possibly not an “accident” at all, but the result of a deliberate, carefully orchestrated plot by Pike River Mine Ltd senior directors and executives to operate the mine in an extremely highly gassed, unsafe condition so that a large explosion and disaster would be inevitable while the mine was being worked. Thus, this would allow the company to quickly close the mine, terminate its worrying growing losses, collect its $NZ100 million accident damage and loss of profits insurance (thought to be with Lloyds in London), and more importantly – help manipulate the naïve New Zealand public (after the puppet NZ Government, Reserve Bank and Treasury officials soon introduce on behalf of their foreign international banking masters severe “austerity measures” on the NZ public at large) – to persuade them to help “rectify the country’s economic problems,” by reluctantly widely agreeing to allow these foreign-controlled companies and banking cartels unrestrainedly in to exploit the country’s vast mineral resources on conservation land in national parks using “opencast” mining methods with impunity. It really does need a proper, public, open, High Court trial to bring out the full facts and establish the truth for everyone.
CHAPTER THREE

NAMES OF KEY PEOPLE WHO SHOULD BE CHARGED

In order of seniority, the following are individuals the author believes should be charged.

Prime Minister, Hon John Key: For gross negligence [and suspected business collusion and corruption] on behalf of himself or the Crown (see later).

Minister of Energy and Resources, Hon Gerry Brownlee: For gross negligence, [and suspected business collusion and corruption] on behalf of himself or the Crown, and for not ensuring the safe operation of the mining industry.

Minister of Labour & Minister of Conservation, Hon Kate Wilkinson: For gross negligence, on behalf of the Crown, and possibly her National Party and Labour Party predecessors as well, for not ensuring the proper and safe inspection of the mine.

Minister of Police, Hon Judith Collins: For gross negligence, on behalf of the Crown, for not allowing a proper rescue attempt within 24 hours. Conspiracy to cover-up evidence and pervert the natural course of justice.

Police Commissioner, Howard Broad: For gross negligence, on behalf of the Crown, for not allowing a proper rescue attempt within the first 24 hours. Conspiracy to cover-up evidence and pervert the natural course of justice.

Police Superintendent, Garry Knowles: For gross negligence, on behalf of the Crown, for not allowing a proper rescue attempt within the first 24 hours. Conspiracy to cover-up evidence and pervert the natural course of justice.

Pike River Coal Ltd Chairman and independent Director, John Dow: For first degree murder, or manslaughter as the result of extreme gross negligence. Mr. Dow is a geologist with 41 years experience as a mining executive in New Zealand, South East Asia, the United States and Latin America. His most recent executive appointment was as chairman and managing director of Newmont Australia Ltd, the Australian subsidiary of giant Newmont Mining Corporation based in the US, one of the world’s largest gold mining companies. He is also non-executive chairman of Troy Resources NL, non-executive chairman of Glass Earth Ltd, and is the current chairman of Straterra, the minerals advocacy group in New Zealand representing Solid Energy, Newmont and Oceania among others, who want to open up conservation land and National Parks to opencast mining by foreign-controlled corporates.

Professor Raymond Meyer, Non Executive Director: For first degree murder, or manslaughter as the result of extreme gross negligence. He has had 42 years experience in engineering and is a former director of the Electricity Corporation of New Zealand, Transpower New Zealand and Watercare Services.

Tony Radford, Non Executive Director: For first degree murder, or manslaughter as the result of extreme gross negligence. He has had 27 years experience in resource management, with most of his career in the petroleum and mining industries.
**Stuart Nattrass, Independent Director:** For first degree murder, or manslaughter as the result of extreme gross negligence. He has also been a director of Fonterra CoOperative Group since 2003.

**Dipak Agarwalla, Non Executive Director:** For first degree murder, or manslaughter as the result of extreme gross negligence. He is the managing director of Saurashtra Fuels Private Ltd, a coal mining family company operating for more than a 100 years, now one of India’s largest private coke producers.

**Arun Jagatramka, Non Executive Director:** For first degree murder, or manslaughter as the result of extreme gross negligence. He is vice chairman and managing director of Gujarat NRE Coke Ltd, the largest non-captive metallurgical coke manufacturer in India and the first Indian company to own and operate coal mines in Australia.

**Peter Whittall, CEO:** For first degree murder, or manslaughter as the result of extreme gross negligence. He had only been in his position as CEO for about 2 months commencing in October 2010. However, he has almost 30 years experience as a coal miner and mining executive. Prior to his appointment as chief executive, he was Pike’s General Manager Mines, a position he held since joining the company in 2005. During his time with the company he was responsible for all operational aspects of the business including mine design and development, the essential areas of safety and environment, and issues of coal marketing and capital-raising. Previously he was manager of underground coal mines for BHP Billiton in NSW, development of the Greenfield Dendrobium mine in Illawara Coal, and operation of the Tower and Aspin coal mines in NSW. He holds a Bachelor of Engineering (Mining) and a Masters of Business Administration.

**Gordon Ward, [former] CEO:** For first degree murder, or manslaughter as the result of extreme gross negligence. Mr. Ward was CEO of Pike River Coal Ltd from May 2007 to 1 October 2010, and suspiciously resigned less than two months before the disaster. He led Pike River Coal from its initial conceptual design 14 years ago through to the development stages up to its second coal export shipment in September 2010, and the imminent startup of the hydro-mining operations. Prior to working for the company he worked for NZ Oil & Gas Ltd for 20 years including 7 years in Australia, including 5 years as general manager during which the 50 million barrel Tui oilfield was developed. He is on the Staterra Board, the minerals advocacy corporate group that wants to open up National Park conservation land to opencast mining throughout New Zealand.

**Doug White, Operations Manager:** For manslaughter as the result of extreme gross negligence. He was most recently the Deputy Chief Inspector of Coal Mines with the Department of Mines in Queensland, where he was a member of the Board of Examiners and Coal Mining Advisory Council. Prior to this, he was the relief General Manager for Peabody Energy’s Australian operations. Mr. White had managed a number of large mines in Queensland both long wall and board and pillar. He has over 30 years underground coal mining experience and has a senior qualification in risk management.

**Stephen Ellis, Underground Mine Manager:** For manslaughter as the result of extreme gross negligence. He was born in the UK, where he was a mining engineer at Doncaster. He achieved his UK 1st Class Mine Manager’s Certificate of competency in 1983 and worked in operational technical roles in several underground coal mines in the UK both as a contractor and in senior management roles before relocating to Australia in 2006. He started in Australia
as Superintendent of Development, where he achieved his ventilation Officer Certificate in 2007 and Advanced Diploma in Underground Mine Management in 2009. He has been in operational technical roles, including Ventilation Officer at Rio Tinto’s Kestral Mine in Queensland, and achieved his Legislation Competency to be Site Senior Executive in 2009 during studies for his Australian 1st Class Certificate of Competency.

**Neville Rockhouse, Safety & Training Manager:** For manslaughter as the result of extreme gross negligence. He worked 21 years in underground and opencast mining operations in Australia before becoming professionally qualified in safety management. He was also National Operations and Continuing Professional Development Manager for the NZ Institute of Safety Management, and Vice President of the International Safety and Health Practitioner Organizations.

*All of the above people should at least have full criminal charges filed against them for various acts. They should all jointly be brought to trial in a full, public hearing in the High Court of New Zealand to be judged by a jury of their peers.*

It also should be pointed out that a leading, highly respected, West Coast mine inspector, the late Billy Brazil, previously lodged a public submission after the *Coal Mines Act* was repealed in the early 1990s severely warning the Government of the inherent dangers of abolishing the mine-specific safety regime and transferring responsibility of it to Occupational Safety and Health instead, now under the Department of Labour. Due to the abolition of this specific mine safety legislation by these negligent politicians, with the combination of widespread bureaucratic incompetence since then, proper mine safety regulation and inspection has been virtually non-existent. Some of the politicians and bureaucrats involved with these actions should also be brought to trial on various charges.

However, this unacceptable state and lack of proper mining legislation in New Zealand does not at all exonerate the leading executive members of Pike River Coal Ltd from charges of gross negligence. Most of these executives, if not all, are very intelligent, experienced men in their field, well aware and informed of widely internationally accepted basic coal mine safety procedures and standards, including those in Australia as set out, for example, in the *Queensland Coal Mining Safety and Health Regulation 2001* (in force on 1 October 2010). These are minimum safety requirements only, and are well known in the global coal mining industry, yet they have not at all been even remotely complied with by the directors and executive members of Pike River Coal Ltd.

CHAPTER FOUR

UPPER BIG BRANCH MINE DISASTER – PIKE RIVER MINE DISASTER SIMILARITIES


Both occurred at precisely the same time, about 3.00-4.00pm in the afternoon. Both were caused by a massive methane gas explosion and both killed exactly 29 people out of a total of 31 men in the mine. On top of this, suspiciously, both companies are funded by and have the same, similar, corrupt, international banking cartels as their biggest shareholders, and both companies had or were in the process of being commercially linked to Indian coal companies.

The owner of Big Branch Mine was Performance Coal Company Ltd, a subsidiary of giant Massey Energy, the 4th biggest coal mining company in the US. This company has over $US1 billion in debt alone owed to London-based mining giant Anglo American PLC (AAL), which also has controlling shares in the company. AAL is controlled by London bankers.

Prior to the explosion on April 5 2010, Massey Energy had been charged with hundreds of serious violations of safety and had done little about them. Neither had the corrupt state mine safety authority and judiciary, because of the bribery of a corrupt judge associated with Massey Energy CEO Don Blankenship. It is now well documented that before the explosion, the company, through its mine supervisors, was ordering electricians to dangerously “bridge” the automatic shutoff mechanisms on methane monitors and rewire detector boxes to shut-off gas alarms on 30-foot-long continuous mining machines to keep production up in spite of the mine’s prevalent dangerous methane gas problem. [http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=128516777](http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=128516777)

After the explosion on April 5, a host of people and organizations called on Massey Energy CEO, Don Blankenship, to be arrested and charged with first degree murder. Among them were: StopTheChamber, Democrats.com, Progressive Democrats of America, AfterDowningStreet, ePluribusMedia, BuzzFlash, the center for Media and Democracy and the Yes Men. [http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2010/04/group-calls-arrest-west-virginia-ceo/](http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2010/04/group-calls-arrest-west-virginia-ceo/)

Only 5-6 weeks after the explosion, after which time the mine was closed, Massey Energy and Peabody Energy in the US were in secret negotiations with Coal India, the world’s
largest coal producer, and Sinar Mas of Indonesia, to increase India’s coal supply in a $US1.7 billion joint venture funded by Merrill Lynch and Royal Bank of Scotland Group.  
http://in.reuters.com/article/idINSGE64G03B20100517

This same collusion in the US between corrupt international banking cartels, Massey Energy, associated government agencies, high government officials, and the aligned judiciary – is also, it is believed, being replicated in New Zealand as well.

**How public companies are not “publicly” owned and controlled – but are really private**

Many people naively think that all big publicly listed companies are “publicly” owned and controlled by widespread members of the public, but this is not true at all in the majority of cases. Usually it is the same small group of elect people who have been chosen to hold “cross-directorships” in a number of different companies to keep control in as few hands as possible. Less than 100 individuals control most of the big companies and banks in Australia and New Zealand. Usually the public will own only a very small proportion of the total numbers of shares issued to give the outward impression that the company is “public” when really it is not. While the big global banks and elite City of London Jewish banking families and their New York subsidiaries will predominantly own the lion’s share of the stock, and control the company in other ways such as through debt, it is often very difficult to see at first glance who really owns just what. Sometimes share ownership and control is cunningly done through secret shareholdings under “street name companies,” nominees, or arranged through a secret holding company owned by the New Zealand Reserve Bank called *New Zealand Central Securities Depository Ltd (NZCSD Ltd)* which covertly buys up shares on behalf of foreign bankers, superannuation funds and corporate clients. Sometimes the acronym “NZCSD Ltd” will just show up in company shareholding lists or in annual reports to hide the name of the real owner, and to hide the fact that the local company may be foreign controlled, when the general public presume it is not. All countries utilize this system.

Such is the case with the relationship of Performance Coal Company Ltd and Massey Energy in the US controlled by Anglo American PLC in turn controlled by City of London bankers. The same is also the case with Pike River Coal Ltd with its biggest NZ shareholder New Zealand Oil & Gas Ltd, in turn controlled by the same Anglo/American bankers. These same bankers, in turn, are linked with another two NZ companies, that just happen to have been “waiting in the wings” all along to exploit “opencast” coal mining opportunities in New Zealand’s South Island West Coast region after the disaster and demise of Pike River Coal Ltd. These two companies, L & M Coal and Bathurst Resources, are all closely interlinked with the same international banking firms, shareholders, directors and executive members running New Zealand Oil & Gas Ltd and Pike River Coal Ltd. Much more will be revealed about these people, companies and banks a little later as it will increasingly become clearer why, it is alleged, the 29 miners were surreptitiously and callously murdered.
CHAPTER FIVE

PIKE RIVER MINE DISASTER POLICE COVERUP?

Within the first two hours after the initial explosion was reported at 3.45pm on Friday 19th November, 2010, the police were brought in. A short time later, Police Superintendent Gary Knowles the Tasman Area Police Commander, was brought in to take over control of the disaster by the Police Commissioner Howard Broad. From this point the Pike River Mine area including the air space above it was quarantined and treated as a crime scene. From the time he took control, under the law, he was responsible, on behalf of the Crown, for all further actions taken – not Pike River Coal Ltd, thus making it much more difficult for families of the deceased miners to sue or bring criminal charges against the company for the deaths of the miners.

It is well known in the industry that the first 24 hours immediately after an explosion in a mine of this sort, provides the major “window of opportunity” to rescue any miners because most of the explosive methane gas has already been burnt up. It simply was not done by Superintendent Gary Knowles, and as time progressed after this major “window of opportunity” had closed, the gas emissions, as expected, built up again causing further explosions and a fire thus sealing the ill-fated death of all 29 miners.

A number of leading Australian observers strongly criticized the fact that, unlike in Australia, where mining companies were in primary charge of dealing with a mine crisis, at Pike River mine, the rescue operation was put in the hands of the top police officers in the region. On 24th November, 2010, Andrew Vickers, General Secretary of the Mining and Energy Division of the Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union, was quoted on New Zealand television saying the mining company, in consultation with the unions, should have been in charge. “They are the only people who know the mine; they are the people with the technical expertise,” Mr. Vickers said.

Laurie Drew, whose son Zen was one of the miners to have perished, and who had served as an unofficial spokesman for the families, said he wanted a royal commission. Speaking of a “cover-up,” Mr. Drew said on the 24th November, “That mine should never have been opened in the first place.” He further added, “A lot of people do not understand why the police were in control in the beginning.” In angrily speaking to NewstalkZB reporter Tyler Adams, Laurie Drew claimed rescuers should have gone in straight away, saying he was unimpressed with the way Pike River Mine has operated, and “it smacks of a cover-up and he is going to take it to the highest levels.”

While Pike River Coal Ltd CEO Peter Whittall was the chief company spokesman throughout the disaster following the initial explosion, Police Superintendent Knowles was accompanying him at all times monitoring all questions and vetting any potentially
incriminating answers. Even an upset journalist, Ean Higgins, from *The Australian* newspaper, asked what a “country cop” was doing leading the rescue. The Commissioner of Police, Howard Broad, (who also later attended the crime scene with PM John Key, Minister of Police Judith Collins, Minister of Energy and Resources Gerry Brownlee and Minister of Labour and Minister of Conservation Kate Wilkinson), slammed Higgins by saying his comments were “disgraceful” when clearly they were not, as he had raised a valid point – why were the police in control? Of course, the real truth was, Higgins was closer to the truth than he may have realized. There was never to be any rescue attempt at all. Even right from the beginning, there would only be the “pretext” of carrying out one, and the further explosions and fire made sure most of any key evidence was lost. Of course too, police superintendent Knowles was far from being just a “country cop.” In fact, before moving to his position as Tasman area commander in February 2009, he was Christchurch area command for 3 years, and before that he spent 28 years in Wellington as Officer in Charge of the Wellington City Central Investigation Bureau (CIB) and Head of the CIB at Police National Headquarters.

He was also a member of the Drug Squad, Officer in charge of the Organized Crime Unit (gang crime), Head of Police National Intelligence Unit specializing in terrorism and South Pacific Crime – hardly a “local country cop” at all – and the “ideal person” to be chosen to head up a major government/corporate “cover-up,” as Laurie Drew called it in interviews with journalists.


Incidentally, throughout the supposed “rescue operation” under police control in the 3 weeks between Friday afternoon on 19 November to Friday afternoon on 10 December 2010, Pike Coal Ltd was assisted with significant financial support by its major funders and secured creditors, Bank of New Zealand (BNZ) and New Zealand Oil & Gas Ltd (NZOG). As part of these arrangements, NZOG provided Pike with the balance of the $NZ25 million facility that it previously had established, with a further $NZ12 million made available.

New Zealand’s four major banks are all owned by Australian parents, which themselves have cross-shareholdings in each other and are themselves foreign-controlled by big New York banks, which themselves are controlled from the City of London Corporation.

http://www.gwb.com.au/gwb/news/banking/wpac97.html The BNZ is owned by its Australian parent, National Australia Bank, which in turn has cross-shareholdings in the other big three foreign-owned Australian banks. **Most of these banks, or their shareholding banks, have major interests in the mining companies that plan to mine New Zealand’s conservation park resources.**

Before the disaster “rescue operations” were over and before the mine was handed back to the company from the police (since rescinded after the company’s receivership), the Prime Minister John Key announced that there would be a number of inquiries into the accident, headed by a Royal Commission of Inquiry. (more about this inquiry in the last chapter).
On Friday afternoon, 10 December 2010, after exactly 3 weeks to the day, and after absolutely no rescue attempt or recovery of the bodies had even been attempted, the Commissioner of Police Howard Broad, announced he was handing the mine back to the company, Pike River Coal Ltd, to continue its operations and recover the bodies, as usual, presumably under the responsibility of the Department of Labour. At the same time, the company announced it was going to make most of the rest of its workers redundant, with the union saying the figure would be around 90 percent. The company CEO Peter Whittall, also said he was unsure if the company was going to reopen the mine or not.

Then a couple of days later on 12 December 2010, a police spokesman said the police investigation team had leased premises in Greymouth at least for another 12 months to support the families, work with other government agencies and local community groups to ensure the families’ welfare needs and longer term support were catered for. Thus the police were still treating the site as a crime scene, by not allowing any independent people in to investigate it – in other words – a possible police cover-up. Subsequently, after advising the mine was being handed back to the company after the announcement of the company’s announced receivership, the police by about December 20th had rescinded the original transfer decision to hand the mine back to the company and had once again regained overall responsibility. Apparently, they were to oversee work to stabilize the mine’s atmosphere over the Christmas period using a GAG machine and a 20-tonne Australian Floxal nitrogen-generation unit to stabilize the environment in the mine to recover the men’s bodies. Will this ever happen? Is it ever intended to happen? Time will tell.

An article in *The New Zealand Herald*, December 20, pg.A2, entitled, ‘Nitrogen pump easing mine gas’ said, “Energy and Resources Minister Gerry Brownlee said the Government was still exploring options to recover the men’s remains, but it remained unclear whether such an operation would be possible. Pike River coal would submit a proposed recovery plan shortly through its receiver, PricewaterhouseCoopers … The main issue was not the cost of the recovery, but the stability and safety of the mine. Police were on-site overseeing the operation and were meeting the costs. “However, difficult as it is for families and friends of those who have lost loved ones, it remains unclear whether people will be able to access the mine…” Why were the police in control? This usually only happens in Marxist countries! In Communist China today, whenever there is a major coalmine explosion or other industrial disaster, the police are immediately brought in for no other reason than to protect negligent corporate owners, censor the media and journalists, and quash legitimate protests of relatives and the public. Recently, for example, this happened in November 2010 at a coalmine in Hegang where 104 miners were killed. [http://www.indianexpress.com/story-print/545082](http://www.indianexpress.com/story-print/545082)

A book, *Media Control in China* by He Qinglian, about the corruption in China today between the Government and the mining and industrial companies, showing how the police are summarily brought in to suppress the media, cover-up crimes and putdown protests is simply stunning. [www.hrchina.org/public/PDFs/CRF.1.2004/a1_MediaControl1.2004.pdf](http://www.hrchina.org/public/PDFs/CRF.1.2004/a1_MediaControl1.2004.pdf)
CHAPTER SIX

MASS-MEDIA PROPAGANDA

One cannot forget to mention the massive power of the media. Most members of the general public have simply no idea at all about how the City of London Corporation aristocracy’s global “spin-doctors” powerfully control the world media, the public’s primitive thinking, views and understanding. Mind manipulation or mind-control of the masses (most members of the public) through the mass media has been going on for a very long time. It is a big, vast subject, but it must be mentioned here, be it ever so briefly, because without a basic appreciation of how it works and who controls it, it is simply impossible to be properly informed about what has been censored and covered up by the corporate mass media over the Pike River Coal mine disaster. Most deception through disinformation, misinformation or just plain lies is rarely presented without some modicum of truth in it. Even the most wary of rats can be deceived to take the deadliest bait when it is presented with 99 percent jam.

John Swinton (1830-1901) was the chief editorial journalist at the New York Times from 1860 to 1870 and for The New York Sun from 1875 to 1897. In 1880, while as a guest of honor at a banquet of leading journalists, he was offered “a toast to the independent press” and he outraged his colleagues by replying:

- “There is no such thing, at this date of the world’s history, in America, as an independent press. You know it and I know it. There is not one of you who dares to write your honest opinions, and if you did, you know beforehand that it would never appear in print. I am paid weekly for keeping my honest opinion out of the paper I am connected with. Others of you are paid similar salaries for similar things, and any of you who would be so foolish as to write honest opinions would be out on the streets looking for another job. If I allowed my honest opinions to appear in one issue of my paper, before twenty-four hours my occupation would be gone. The business of the journalists is to destroy the truth, to lie outright, to pervert, to vilify, to fawn at the feet of mammon, and to sell his country and his race for his daily bread. You know it and I know it, and what folly is this toasting an independent press? We are tools and vassals of rich men behind the scenes. We are the jumping jacks, they pull the strings and we dance. Our talents, our possibilities and our lives are all the property of other men. We are intellectual prostitutes.”

http://www.constitution.org/pub/swinton_press.htm

During the three weeks of the disaster, while the mine was under “Operation Pike” police control, the international media companies, (which also completely control the media throughout New Zealand) including all radio, TV and print, went into full “damage control” to censor most of the major criticism of the operation from the public, and place the Pike River CEO, Peter Whittall, on a “theologian’s pedestal” to provide “a live, running
commentary” of the unfolding event. During the event, it was he, who was carefully presented and featured as “just a nice, ordinary man” or “just one of the workers” who was still “trying his damnedest” to “save the miners” “and bring closure for the families” from a truly tragic accident from which there “was still an unknown cause.” Even one leading business executive perceptively commented, “adversity and crisis brings the best or worst out in a leader, and Peter Whittall has risen to the occasion!” And he certainly had! – for Pike River Coal Ltd.

This propaganda was so successful it went all round the world in a flash, even inspiring the Queen, Prince Charles, Pope, US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and many other world leaders and eminent people to express their heartfelt grief. Even many of the victim’s family members as well were emotionally drawn to Mr. Whittall during the crisis and tearfully hugged him, praising him for the magnificent job they all felt he was doing. And just to make sure everybody was happy with the great job he had done, the major newspapers widely circulated the suggestion he should actually be voted the New Zealand “Man of the Year” – yet almost unbelievably, it is alleged, this man alone, more than any other, was the very person who was personally responsible for killing the miners in the first place!

Mind control is information control, and it is those who control the media that predominantly possess this amazing power. In New Zealand, virtually the whole media, radio, TV, newspapers and magazines are owned by just three or four foreign companies. The radio stations including 6 networks and 31 local stations, Free-to-Air TV channels, TV3 and C4 are owned by the private equity firm, Australian-based Ironbridge Capital, which is funded by big City of London merchant banks. Julian Knights, the founding Partner, was previously the Managing Director of Gresham Private Equity. Before that, he was a director of merchant bankers, Hill Samuel Group, founded by Marcus Samuel, a City of London Jew, who founded Shell Transport & Trading that later became Royal Dutch Shell, now controlled by the British Rothschild and Samuel families. Sir Herbert Samuel, a member of the family, founded the BBC. Hill Samuel’s Australian outpost is Macquarie Bank, Australia’s biggest investment bank. This bank is buying up ports, toll-roads, airports, private hospitals, retirement homes – you name it – all around the world – including those in New Zealand! Another Director of Ironbridge Capital is Josh McKeon. He previously worked for Gresham Private Equity and JP Morgan. Paul Evans, the Chief Operating Officer of Ironbridge in New Zealand previously worked for Gresham Private Equity and Barclays in London. Rothschilds, Samuels, Barclays and JP Morgan etc. are the same banking pirates that secretly own the controlling shares in not only our media – but the mining companies as well.

All the rest of the major TV stations, newspapers and magazines, apart from a mere handful of exceptions, in New Zealand are controlled by either News Corporation (based in New York) or Fairfax Media (based in Sydney) or to a lesser extent Independent News & Media (INM) in Dublin. News Corp is the world’s 3rd largest media conglomerate (behind The Walt Disney Company and the Time Warner Company) and is headed by Rupert Murdoch and in 2008 it had a staff of 64,000. Once again, the controlling shareholders are City of London merchant and clearing banks, including such giants as Credit Suisse and Rothschild – not
Rupert Murdoch, who is just a highly paid obedient puppet! Indeed, Andrew S. B. Knight, Chairman of J. Rothschild Capital Management Ltd, is one of the seventeen News Corp directors. The company controls 20th Century Fox in the US, and SKY Network Television (including Prime) in New Zealand. It controls over a hundred national, metropolitan, regional and suburban newspapers throughout Australia having 68% of the capital city and national newspaper market and 40% of Australia’s top thirty magazines market.

**Fairfax Media**, based in Sydney, reaches 84.4% or 2.9 million New Zealanders, printing 90 titles and 244 million copies a year, publishing many of New Zealand’s newspapers and magazines including the *Sunday Star-Times* and owns *TradeMe*. Fairfax Media’s TV Guide magazine is New Zealand’s 7th largest selling item in supermarkets. The company’s shares are controlled by the big City banks including John Fairfax’s 9% shareholding of his own which is largely borrowed, JP Morgan, Morgan Stanley, Bankers Trust (from 1998 Deutsche Bank), Lazard Asset Management, Rothschild and 452 Capital. Gina Rinehart, mining billionaire and head of Hancock Prospecting has also been buying up a stake in Fairfax Media recently. Sam Morgan founder of *TradeMe* is on the Board, and his father Garth Morgan is a well-known New Zealand financial puppet and spin-doctor.

**Independent News & Media** (INM) is controlled by Sir Anthony O’Reilly and his son Gavin, although Denis O’Brien in 2010 became the group’s biggest shareholder. However their own shares in the company are financed through heavy borrowing from Lazard and N. M. Rothschild & Sons in the City of London. INM’s bankers are; Allied Irish Banks plc, ANZ Banking Group, Bank of Ireland, Barclays Bank Ireland plc, BNP Paribas, IIB Bank Ltd, Lloyds TSB Bank plc, Ulster Bank Ireland Ltd. INM had 9,600 employees in 2007. *The New Zealand Herald* has the largest newspaper circulation in New Zealand. The newspaper is owned by Australian Provincial Newspapers (APN) which is majority-owned by Independent News & Media (INM).

[http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/mediatechnologyandtelecoms/med/](http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/mediatechnologyandtelecoms/med/)

Only a mere handful of enormously rich and powerful banking families in London control what the world reads! They ensure that their mainstream media editorial slaves and journalistic goons concentrate on day to day trivialities and irrelevant news items so that rarely, if ever, the more important issues about what is truly transpiring is ever discussed, or the real truth about what is really happening ever gets out. In short, all the mainstream newspapers are only good for lighting fires or for bird-cage liners – if that!

Typical propaganda in *The New Zealand Herald* on Friday, December 10, 2010, p. A11, showed an inspirationally reflective color photograph of Peter Whittall calling him “*The New Zealand Herald NEW ZEALANDER OF THE YEAR*” with the subtext, “UP FRONT: Pike River chief executive Peter Whittall won everybody’s respect.” – when clearly he definitely hadn’t – and ALL of the more serious criticism of him was never ever published! – NOT BY ANYONE!
The point is, one does need to be acutely aware, that the same foul brood of international merchant bankers and their traitorous banking agents that have for so long got a deadly headlock on all the global debt, corporate debt, national debt and government debt, through the Bank for International Settlements in Switzerland, IMF, World Bank and so on – controlled from the Worshipful Company of International Bankers in Guildhall in the City of London Corporation – also have an enormous influence over a wide range of unprincipled Government officials, Treasury parasites, Reserve Bank puppets, and unprincipled newspaper editors and journalists who will endlessly lie through their teeth to make a dollar!

These people, especially the more senior ones, all have developed a particular aversion of the truth to protect their jobs or their hip pockets, and more often than not are the same highly paid group of corporate leeches that are intent on lining their own pockets at the expense of ordinary hard-working members of the public. The bankers are the people behind the scenes that control the media. They are the ones controlling the mining companies as well, and it is long past the time that they need to be exposed for who and what they are.
CHAPTER SEVEN

NZ NATIONAL PARKS TO BE OPENED UP TO MINING:

Maximising our Mineral Potential:
Stocktake of Schedule 4 of the Crown Minerals Act and Beyond

An article appeared on March 22, 2010, by ENS News, entitled, “New Zealand National Parks Could be Opened to Mining.” This report coincided with the release of a government discussion paper, Maximising our Mineral Potential: Stocktake of Schedule 4 of the Crown Minerals Act and Beyond, and said, the New Zealand Government proposed to allow mining in 7,000 hectares (27 square miles) of high-value conservation land in national parks and other protected areas throughout the country.


On jointly releasing the discussion paper with Conservation Minister Kate Wilkinson, Energy and Resources Minister Gerry Brownlee said; “Our mineral resources, even excluding coal and other hydrocarbon-based minerals, are estimated to be worth approximately $194 billion. The government is interested in extraction of gold, silver, gemstones and rare earth minerals such as dysprosium, terbium, erbium and ytterbium, which are used in technologies such as hybrid and electric cars, wind turbines, computer disc drives, fiber-optic telecommunication cables, low-energy light bulbs and military equipment.”

Horrified, critics said many of the minerals targeted in the government’s assessment are found only in low concentrations in national parks so opencast mining, not surgical (underground) mining, would be the most likely way to extract them.

The ministers said the purpose of releasing the discussion document “is to gather feedback to inform final recommendations to Cabinet before decisions are made in mid-2010, with submissions on the proposals from the public to close at 5.00pm on May 4, 2010.”

Schedule 4 of the Crown Minerals Act 1991; Submissions

About 40 percent of New Zealand’s known mineral potential, other than on the foreshores, is estimated to be in areas listed in Schedule 4 of the Crown Minerals Act, which presently are closed to most mining and mineral-related activity.

New Zealand also has by far the richest deposits of titanium in the world in its rich iron-sands along most of its west coast beaches of the North Island. As new compositions of titanium alloys are being quickly developed for a myriad of new applications, the demand and value of
the sand is now beginning to rise astronomically. Of course, this fact was not mentioned by the ministers, linked with another issue – the Foreshore and Seabed Act – (which will be addressed later).

On 22 March 2010, the Government, Minister of Energy and Resources and the Minister of Conservation, released a discussion paper, Maximising our Mineral Potential: Stocktake of Schedule 4 of the Crown Minerals Act and Beyond to seek public feedback on 7,058 hectares of land considered for removal from Schedule 4 and on 12,400 hectares of land being considered for addition to schedule 4, as well as a number of related policy initiatives.

The Government received a huge 37,532 submissions on the discussion paper – 32,318 form submissions from individuals using standardized templates provided by organizations such as Greenpeace, Coromandel Watchdog, Federated Mountain Club, Forest & Bird and the Green Party, and 5,234 unique submissions made by individuals, organizations and companies. In addition, 5,023 postcards and 4494 emails on the Stocktake of Schedule 4 were sent to the Prime Minister John Key.

*Question (1)* asked submitters whether the areas identified in section 7 of the discussion paper should be [removed](#) from Schedule 4 of the Crown Minerals Act, so that applications for exploration and mining activity could be considered on a case-by-case-basis. Almost all submitters responded to this important question. **Of these, 36,502, or 98% of submitters opposed the removal of all areas identified in section 7 of the discussion paper from Schedule 4.** A total of 611, or 1.5% of submitters (mainly foreign-owned mining companies and their business associates) supported the removal of all areas identified in section 7 of the discussion paper from Schedule 4. **About .5% of submitters supported only some of the areas identified in section 7 of the discussion paper being removed from Schedule 4.**


The overwhelming response of the New Zealand public was vehemently [opposed](#) to opening up Crown land and National Conservation Parks to foreign mining cartels. Many submitters commented that the preservation and enjoyment of natural areas was part of “our natural identity” and what made New Zealand a great place to live. Submitters expressed the opinion that Schedule 4 land was a natural treasure, that it enhanced New Zealander’s quality of life, and could not be assigned an economic value.

Many submitters expressed their wish to see Schedule 4 land, and National Parks in particular, preserved for future generations to enjoy. Schedule 4 land was also considered a major conservation, tourist and recreational asset. The large majority of submissions concluded that the conservation value of the areas proposed for removal far outweighed any mineral wealth.
A good, typical example of an individual submission from a member of the public opposing the removal of land identified in section 7 of the discussion paper from Section 4, was made by Robin Johnson.
see: http://rwmjohnson.blogspot.com/2010/04/my-submission-on-schedule-4-stock-take.html

In his perceptive submission under the sub-title, “The Inangahua sector of Paparoa National Park” Mr. Johnson writes, “The proposal includes taking 3,000 hectares of native lowland forest near Inangahua out of north-eastern Paparoa National Park to allow coal mining. According to the Ministry of Economic Development, 83% of New Zealand’s coal production in 2008 came from opencast mines. It appears highly likely that any new Inangahua coal mine would be opencast. Opencast mining is associated with the most severe adverse environmental effects. Mr. Brownlee has stated that opencast mines cannot be ruled out in areas removed from section 4.”

A good summary of the New Zealand public’s overwhelming opposition to opencast mining in National Parks is that they want the land to be preserved as a valuable recreational and tourist asset for future generations.

There are a large number who oppose the mining, yet would, paradoxically, support wise economic mining development by fully New Zealand-owned, NEW ZEALAND FUNDED and operated companies in the national interest, but ask the question: “Why should we allow greedy, foreign-owned mining companies to come into our beautiful country, construct a vast network of opencast mines everywhere, rape the country of its mineral resources, destroy our world class National Parks and stunning scenery enjoyed by all including tourists, then repatriate most the vast profits to their overseas shareholders?”

As the result of this widespread and overwhelming public opposition, reluctantly, PM John Key’s Government largely backed down, announcing on 20 July, 2010, “No areas will be removed from Schedule 4 of the Crown Minerals Act 1991.” Hence, this created a sharp shock particularly for the foreign-owned coal mining companies, banks and investors who wanted to close expensive surgical (underground) operations like Pike River Coal Ltd and expand the development of opencast (open-cut) mines throughout the country.

Indeed, the 3 week mine rescue preparations pretext had not even been fully completed, when Brian Fallow, the Economics Editor of The New Zealand Herald, on Thursday, December 9, 2010, page B2, contemptuously wrote a half-page leading propaganda article:

“Opening treasure trove comes at a cost”
‘The tragedy at Pike River could make open-cast mining more acceptable than underground mining.’
Other changes by the Government to Schedule 4 were expected to be made by October 2010, (the month before the Pike River explosion coincidentally) and a number of highly suspicious, corporate events were quietly taking place behind the scenes, leading up to the disaster. However, just before a mention is made of them let’s take a look at Pike River Coal Ltd’s biggest shareholder (29.4%), New Zealand Oil and Gas Ltd and its shareholders. Like most big companies that masquerade under the country’s name, New Zealand Oil and Gas Ltd is about as “New Zealand” as an African monkey.
CHAPTER EIGHT

INTERNATIONAL BANKING PIRATES: NZ OIL & GAS LTD AND PIKE RIVER COAL LTD

Baron Josiah Stamp (1880 – 1941) head of the Bank of England and at the time one of the richest men in Britain is quoted as saying at an informal talk at the University of Texas in the 1920s:

- “Banking was conceived in iniquity and was born in sin. The bankers own the earth. Take it away from them, but leave them the power to create money, and with the flick of the pen they will create enough deposits to buy it back again. However, take away from them the power to create money and all the great fortunes like mine will disappear and they ought to disappear, for this would be a happier and better world to live in. But, if you wish to remain the slaves of bankers and pay the cost of your own slavery, let them continue to create money.”

Josiah Stamp, of course, was perfectly correct. Banking is still indeed “conceived in iniquity and born in sin,” and this is no better illustrated than through the foreign control and shareholding of Pike River Coal Ltd’s controlling shareholder – New Zealand Oil & Gas Ltd.

New Zealand Oil & Gas Ltd Top 20 Shareholders as at 30 November 2010:

1. National Nominees (New Zealand) Ltd (23,163,327 shares) or 5.88% (of issued capital).
2. Accident Compensation Corporation (22,700,105 shares) or 5.76%.
3. HSBC Nominees (New Zealand) Ltd (14,447,898 shares) or 3.67%.
4. Resources Trust Ltd (11,730,812 shares) or 2.98%.
5. New Zealand Superannuation Fund (10,048,859 shares) or 2.55%.
6. Citibank Nominees (New Zealand) Ltd (7,435,934 shares) or 1.89%.
7. NZ Guardian Trust Investment Nominees Ltd (5,435,150 shares) or 1.38%.
8. Sik-On Chow (5,181,565 shares) or 1.31%.
9. Leveraged Equities Finance Ltd (4,993,415 shares) or 1.27%.
10. Tea Custodians Ltd (4,953,723 shares) or 1.26%.
11. HSBC Nominees (New Zealand) Ltd (4,886,301) or 1.24%.
12. AMP Investments Strategic Equities Growth Fund (4,867,468 shares) or 1.24%.
13. Kevin Glen Douglas & Michelle McKenney Douglas (4,544,500 shares) or 1.15%.
14. Asteron Life Ltd (4,220,281 shares) or 1.07%.
15. Riuo Hauraki Ltd (3,715,541 shares) or 0.94%.
16. FNZ Custodians Ltd (3,586,533 shares) or 0.91%.
17. Westpac NZ Shares 2002 Wholesale Trust (2,743,332 shares) or 0.70%.
18. New Zealand Depository Nominee Ltd (2,613,140 shares) or 0.66%.
19. JP Morgan Chase Bank (2,561,438 shares) or 0.65%.
20. NZPT Custodians (Grosvenor) Ltd (2,394,462 shares) or 0.61%.

As at 31st December 2009, NZOG had drawn down $NZ57.8 million from a $NZ75 million funding facility with Westpac. Westpac is controlled by National Australia Trustees Ltd, Chase Manhattan Bank, Cede and Co etc., controlled by the Rockefellers in New York who are in turn controlled by Rothschild interests in the City of London.

Prior to the announcement the company was being put into receivership on December 13, 2010, Pike River Coal Ltd had also been kept afloat and funded through its growing financial difficulties and collapse by its secured creditors, BNZ (owned by National Australia Bank also controlled from London) and New Zealand Oil & Gas Ltd.

The giant “big four” banks that control most of the wealth in both Australia and New Zealand now are; Commonwealth Bank (CommBank), National Australia Bank (NAB), Australia & New Zealand Banking Group (ANZ) and Westpac Banking Corporation (Westpac). These powerful banks, with their foreign shareholding bank owners secretly “pulling the strings” behind the scenes, are also the chief banks that own and control every key sector of our economy. They control both the New Zealand and Australian governments with their largely corrupt or incompetent politicians and bureaucrats. They control huge numbers of corporations and companies including New Zealand Oil & Gas Ltd and Pike River Coal Ltd as well.

It is a tiresome and often complex subject for the average person studying the complexities of international finance and corporate cross-directorships and it shall be kept as brief as possible. However, it is vital to know a little about how the system works if one really wants to understand or fully appreciate the “magnitude” of the problem – how big business deviously operates, and has subsequently spawned the conspiracy to summarily, it is alleged, murder 29 men at Pike River Coal. The following is just a short glimpse of a few of the biggest, money-hungry banking pirates lurking behind the scenes associated with Pike River Coal Ltd, New Zealand Oil & Gas Ltd, and the mining industry in general.

**ANZ Bank**

Headquartered in a plush new complex in Melbourne’s Docklands precinct, with a full-time equivalent staff of over 40,000, the ANZ Bank is the fourth largest bank in Australia of the “big four” after Commonwealth Bank, Westpac Banking Corporation and National Australia Bank.
Some of the directors include: H. Y. Lee – A former member of the Merril Lynch PacRim Advisory Council (2007-2010).

Ian J. MacFarlane – A current Independent Non-Executive Director of ANZ, was previously Governor of the Reserve Bank of Australia for ten years (1996-2006) and Chairman of the Asian Consultative Council for the Bank for International Settlements (which controls all of the Reserve Banks around the world including the US Federal Reserve) during the same period. He is a former Group Executive Director of Standard Chartered Plc (that was established with HSBC in the mid-1800s to launder illicit opium and heroin drug money during and after the First and Second Opium Wars with China. Standard Chartered is still the primary corrupt British bank criminally laundering most of the illicit opium drug money through the Bank of Afghanistan, in a country that produces 90% of the world’s opium and heroin today being protected by our allied troops for the bankers.) He is a former Head of Citibank (UK) and Managing Director of Citicorp Investment Bank. He is also a member of the International Advisory Board of Goldman Sachs International, Woolworths Ltd, Westfield Holdings Ltd, and he serves on the Council of International Advisors to the China Banking Regulatory Commission.

P. A. F. Hay – Another director, is also Chairman of Lazard Pty Ltd Advisory Board. John P. Morschel – is the current Chairman of ANZ Bank. He is a former director of the mining giant Rio Tinto plc (1998-2005), Westpac Banking Corporation (1993-2001) and Lend Lease Corporation Ltd (1983-1995). Michael R. P. Smith – is the current CEO of ANZ. Until June 2007, he was President and CEO of Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Ltd (HSBC), Chairman, Hang Seng Bank Ltd, Global Head of Commercial Banking for the HSBC Group, Chairman, HSBC Bank Malaysia Berhad and CEO of HSBC Argentina Holdings SA.

Sir Rod Eddington, a previous Chairman of ANZ, is also a Non Executive Chairman of JP Morgan (Australia and New Zealand), and is currently a Non Executive Director of Rupert Murdoch’s News Corporation and giant global mining company Rio Tinto.

Dr. Rod Dean, a New Zealander, a former Director of the ANZ Banking Group in Melbourne for many years, and Chairman of ANZ National Bank, is also the past Chairman of New Zealand’s largest listed company Fletcher Building Ltd. He has been Deputy Governor of the New Zealand Reserve Bank, Chairman of the State Services Commission (effectively the head of New Zealand’s public service), Alternate Executive Director of the IMF from 1974-1976, CEO of Telecom New Zealand, CEO of the Electricity Corporation of New Zealand. He presently is a Director of Woolworths Ltd, Chairman of New Zealand Seed Fund, and he and his wife serve as joint patrons of the IHC New Zealand, the country’s largest voluntary welfare organization.

Sir John Anderson, another New Zealander, was Chief Executive and Director of ANZ National Bank from 2003 to 2005 and he now sits on the Commonwealth Bank Board in Sydney. Dr. Gregory J. Clark, a past director of the ANZ Bank, from 1994-1998 was also a
member of Rupert Murdoch’s News Corporation’s Executive Committee. Jeremy K. Ellis, a past director of ANZ, was also a Director, Executive General Manager and CEO of BHP Minerals. In 1996 he was appointed Deputy Chairman of BHP Co. Ltd and served as Chairman of the company from 1997-1999.

As a major stakeholder in the Trade Bank of Iraq, the ANZ Bank is one of a number of banks that have been profiteering from the Iraq War. ANZ is one of the biggest financiers of the coal industry, and has financed billions of dollars worth of mines, ports and power stations in the last 5 years.

Commonwealth Bank

The Commonwealth Bank, headquartered in Sydney, is now the second largest Australian listed company on the Australian Securities Exchange. As at 2009, it had assets of $AUD780.299 billion and it had 44,218 full-time equivalent employees. It owns the Auckland Savings Bank (ASB) in New Zealand. Presently the Commonwealth Bank’s CEO is Ralph Norris, a New Zealander, a former CEO of Auckland Savings Bank (1991-2001), and former managing director of Air New Zealand. Currently, he is Australia’s highest-paid banking CEO with an annual pay package of $AUD16.2 million.

Sir John Anderson (mentioned previously in relation to the ANZ) also sits on the Commonwealth Bank Board. He has held many high level business positions in New Zealand and has been CEO and director of ANZ National Bank Ltd (2003-2005), National Bank of New Zealand Ltd (1989-2003) and Chairman of Television New Zealand.

Yet another present Director of the Commonwealth Bank is S. Carolyn H. Kay. She has over 25 years experience working as a banker and lawyer at Morgan Stanley, JP Morgan and Linklaters & Paines in London, New York and Australia. Another Director, is Harrison Young. Before he was appointed to the Commonwealth Bank Board he was Chairman of Morgan Stanley Australia, Managing Director and Vice Chairman of Morgan Stanley Asia, CEO of China International Capital Corporation, Senior Officer of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation in Washington DC and lest we forget, he is also a Director of the Bank of England.

Andrew M. Mohl was appointed to the Board on 1 July 2008. Previously he was Managing Director of AMP Financial Services, Chief Economist and Managing Director of ANZ Funds Management, and Senior Economist and Deputy Head of Research at the Reserve Bank of Australia.

BNZ and National Australia Bank

The BNZ, (which partly funded Pike River Coal Ltd), is owned by National Australia Bank, headquartered in Melbourne, which is the 17th largest bank in the world ranked by market
capitalization. As at 2009, the National Australia Bank had 38,953 employees and total assets of SAUD 654 billion. As at November 12, 2004, the five largest shareholders were:

http://www.nabgroup.com/0,,58002,00.html

1. National Nominees Ltd (185,807,597 shares) or 11.98%.
2. JP Morgan Nominees Australia Ltd (160,027,320 shares) or 10.32%.
3. Westpac Custodian Nominees Ltd (159,189,478 shares) or 10.26%.
4. Citicorp Nominees Ltd (39,670,572 shares) or 2.56%.
5. ANZ Nominees Ltd (30,220,975 shares) or 1.95%.

Westpac Banking Corporation

Following the takeover of St George in December 2008, Westpac became the largest bank in Australia by market capitalization and the second largest bank in New Zealand. Based in Sydney, the bank as at 2008 had SA700 billion in assets and over 40,000 employees. Westpac’s current CEO is South African Gail Kelly, who’s remuneration package in 2009 was SA10.6 million and in 2010 SA9.58 million. As previously mentioned, Westpac is controlled by foreign Rockefeller and Rothschild interests.

http://www.gwb.com.au/gwb/news/banking/wpac97.html - These same banking elites also control all the supermarkets, media and mining companies.

Pike River Miners’ Relief Fund to partly “buy off” the families

It is not just a coincidence that Pike River Mine Ltd, in conjunction with these big four banking pirates, ANZ, National, BNZ and ASB, started a charitable trust called the Pike River Miners’ Relief Fund to help effectively “buy off” the deceased men’s families with a $500,000 pledge, also matched by its major shareholder New Zealand Oil & Gas Ltd, and donations from the public. All donations were directed to these banks. The Grey District Council also set up an appeal fund calling for donations, as well as the Engineering, Printing and Manufacturing Union.

Coal mining company advocacy groups and bribery of politicians

According to the Center for Public Integrity (CPI), in the 2008 election cycle, fully 87% of all members of the US Congress officially collected money from Americans for Balanced Energy Choices, the shadowy, supposedly independent, advocacy front group representing coal mining companies’ interests. In all, from 1990 to 2010, $US10,423,347 was donated to members of Congress. Of that, the three major contributors included Arch Coal, CONSOL Energy and Peabody Energy.

In April 2010, MapLight.org released data on the US Mining Industry’s donations to compliant politicians, (these donations are only the official ones that we know about), to get them to vote against the introduction of the Supplemental Mine Improvement and New Emergency Response Act – (S-MINER) Act, which would have supplemented existing mine
provisions in the *Federal Mine Act* to require; “1) Emergency response plans to incorporate new technology. 2) The Secretary of Labor to require the installation of rescue chambers in underground coal mines. 3) Accident response plans to provide for maintenance of refugees.” It also aimed to reduce long-term health risks facing miners, such as black lung.

After a series of amendments and debates the Bill did not pass. Later, MapLight estimated that mining interests donations to the Democrats that voted ‘No’ on the Bill averaged US$16,314 each. Critics later argued that had the Bill been passed the Upper Big Branch Mine disaster in April 2010 in West Virginia would have been prevented. [http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Coal_money_in_politics](http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Coal_money_in_politics)

So, could the same thing be happening here in little New Zealand? – Are “New Zealand’s” politicians and company directors as corrupt as their American counterparts? – or are they genuinely ‘good, honest, ordinary family men,’ all working for the benefit of New Zealand – for the benefit of all New Zealanders as they so often repeatedly tell us? – or are they in fact all betraying us by filling their own pockets with filthy mammon and jumping to the tune of their international banking choir-masters?

Did the Pike River Coal Board of Directors, Chairman, CEO, and company executives *genuinely* have a real concern for the lives of the miners and the deceased miner’s families? – or did they have another much more sinister ulterior motive? Who is the Chairman anyway? These questions need to be answered and brought out into the light of day.

**John A. S. Dow – Chairman and Independent Director: Pike River Coal Ltd**

So who really is Mr. John Dow? Is he a just an ‘ordinary’ local bloke and West Coast resident who has become the Chairman of the Board for Pike River Coal Ltd? – He is a geologist with 41 years experience, and there’s nothing wrong with that. But what are his other connections?

Well, for a start, he’s also currently the Chairman of Straterra (the advocacy group that is representing foreign mining companies that want to open up our conservation parks to opencast mining throughout New Zealand). He is Non-Executive Chairman of Troy Resources NL, and Non-Executive Chairman of Glass Earth Gold Ltd. He is also a former Independent Director of New Zealand Oil & Gas Ltd that is controlled by the international bankers. His most recent executive appointment was as Chairman and Managing Director of Newmont Australia Ltd, the Australian subsidiary of Newmont Mining Corporation headquartered in Denver, Colorado. In 2007, the company had revenues of US$5.526 billion and 15,000 employees.

Interestingly, some of the directors of Newmont Mining Corporation are: **Noreen Doyle** – she was the first Vice President of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development from 2001 to 2005. She currently sits on the Board of Directors of Credit Suisse Group (owned by the House of Rothschild). **Michael S. Hamson** – He is the retired Joint Chairman
of McIntosh Hamson Hoare Govett Ltd (now Merrill Lynch Australia), and served as the firm’s Chief Executive from 1972 to 1986. **John B. Prescott** – is the retired Managing Director of Broken Hill P/L Ltd, Australia, where he served as CEO from 1991 until March 1998. **Donald C. Roth** – was past Vice President and Treasurer of the World Bank for four years. He is also a former Chairman and Chief Executive of Merrill Lynch Europe Ltd (1983-85) – and he currently serves on the Advisory Committee to the National Treasury Management Agency, which just happens to be the international banking agency, right now managing the Republic of Ireland’s national debt!


At present world gold prices at around $US1400 an oz, this is remarkably over $US200 million – and that’s without the additional proceeds from silver!

Little more than a year later, *The Standard* on 29 June 2010, published a revealing article, ‘**Mining royalties pathetic.**’ It said, “That Newmont pays no royalties on the gold and silver it digs up at Martha mine. That’s gold and silver that belongs to the New Zealand public and we get nothing for it. Now, that is the result of grandfathering of a previous special permit when the Crown Minerals Act was passed in 1991. New permits, including Newmont’s other mines do have to pay royalties. But here’s the rub, those royalties are so pathetic that Newmont openly doesn’t give a crap about paying them. Newmont’s man – in what was surely a move that earned him some trouble with the boss – said that as a $193 million a year concern they don’t give a damn about paying $3.6 million a year in royalties on their other mining and would happily pay the less than a million per annum that would be due if the Martha mine’s production was subject to royalties too.”

The article continued, “I don’t know about you but it struck me as incredible how blasé Newmont is about paying royalties. But why wouldn’t they be? After all, paying royalties on Martha would amount to just 0.5% of Newmont’s turnover from gold mining in New Zealand and bring their total royalties bill to a pathetic 2% of the value of our gold that they get to dig up to sell. This is an industry that made a 29% pre-tax profit in 2008, while paying just 7% of turnover on wages and 1% on royalties. Mining conservation land (or offshore mining and drilling) is even more profitable – no private landlords so no leases to pay – which is why they’re so for it. They’re making off like bandits, and it’s our common treasure they’re stealing.”
“The first principle is we don’t dig up our most valuable conservation estate – ever. We’ve had the debate on which land should be protected. National, supported by the conservation movement and Labour, created Schedule 4 in the 1990s to protect the most precious land. It must stay protected. Our mineral wealth is a one-off endowment. Once we let someone dig it up, it’s gone forever. We need to get the most for it. Where we do allow mining, which is most of New Zealand and contains most of the mineral wealth, we have to make sure we are getting far larger royalties for our minerals. And, when that mining takes place on Crown-owned land, the Crown must charge leases as private owners do.”

The following month, Voxy News on 13 July 2010, published an article about Newmont entitled, ‘Mining Company Stuck in the 19th Century.’ The article said, “HWE Mining Pty Ltd wants gold miners working at Newmont Waihi Gold’s Favona Decline mine to endure nineteenth century working conditions by remaining underground during 11.5 hour shifts with no access to hygiene facilities, says the Engineering, Printing and Manufacturing Union (EPMU)… HWE Mining Pty Ltd should get on with fixing the dispute, not treating the members like mining companies used to treat workers in the nineteenth century.”

So is Mr. John Dow ‘just a good ol’ ordinary kiwi bloke’ chipping out coal for a living on the picturesque Westland hills of New Zealand’s South Island? Dear reader, are you beginning to get the picture?

In ancient Rome, agents of magistrates who investigated a crime were first told a maxim in Latin (that is still used by police investigators today) to ask themselves one very important question to help find the felon – Qui bono? – Who benefits? (Cicero).

We know that the Pike River Coal Mine was turning into an endless “money sink hole” long before the explosion. Because of its complicated gas and ventilation problems it had become a precarious development for the directors and major foreign shareholders with very little hope of it ever realistically showing a profit. According to the media reports, we know that the company had taken out an extensive $100 million accidental damage and business interruption insurance cover and had its compliance checked not long before the explosion.

We also know that the coal mining companies, their directors and shareholders all through Straterra had overwhelmingly been lobbying in favor of mining development in national parks using opencast methods, which are far more efficient, safer and more profitable for them than (surgical) underground mining – and at current prices, the Pike River mine coal seam alone was worth about $NZ4 billion. http://www.straterra.co.nz/Straterra+-+Home

On top of this, an article listed on Straterra’s website taken from the Otago Daily Times 15 November, 2010, entitled, Year of silly advice on climate change explained: “…There are around 9 billion tonnes of lignite (author’s note: ‘in New Zealand’) that can be recovered, with an energy content of around 40 Maui gas fields. At likely future prices, this resource could be worth $3 trillion. That’s just lignite…”
http://www.straterra.co.nz/Perspectives
So the Pike River Coal Ltd Directors, Chairman and CEO on behalf of their foreign shareholders, then, clearly had a **huge incentive to deliberately neglect to monitor the methane gas and safety levels in the mine hoping that it would only be a “question of time” before there was a major gas explosion and disaster**. What better way to do it than to abruptly close the mine down as the result of such a terrible explosion – collect the substantial amount of insurance to help underwrite the company’s previous losses – put the company into receivership, have the receiver transfer the $NZ4 billion coal seam, insurance claim payment and assets to another associated mining company – and as the result, in the process psychologically intimidate not only the people of the West Coast – but the whole general population of New Zealand (who have so clearly expressed their wishes they do not want foreign companies carrying out unrestricted opencast mining in the nation’s scenic conservation parks) to support any future development of the coal-seam and others like it on conservation land by having the Minister of Energy and Resources Gerry Brownlee – override the normal democratic parliamentary process and dictatorially **“fast-track”** the approval of opencast mining in these areas for the foreign shareholders of these foreign-controlled companies – as they have been repeatedly advocating previously quite openly on the Straterra Board.

It is also thought likely that shortly before Pike River Coal Ltd CEO Gordon Ward suspiciously stepped down from his executive position after such a long period of service, that the Directors and some executive members of the company made the “final decision” to deliberately work toward creating the disaster to bring about the mine’s tragic closure. A close investigation of events and actions of the company and its directors surrounding this particular time and thereafter could be very revealing.

And surprise of surprises! – quietly lurking “waiting in the wings,” were two more foreign-owned coalmining companies ready to take over in Westland where Pike had so abruptly closed down, owned and controlled by the same bankers!
CHAPTER NINE

SECRET PLAN TO OPEN UP PARKS TO OPENCAST MINING: BATHURST RESOURCES & L&M COAL

Bathurst Resources and L & M Energy

On June 19, 2010, the Australia mining firm, Bathurst Resources announced it was planning to invest $US60 million in development of a new coalmine in New Zealand. It would involve two companies Bathurst Resources and L & M Coal (a subsidiary of L & M Energy) based in Christchurch in a joint venture. From 2008 they had been in the process of seeking an access agreement from the Department of Conservation to develop a large new opencast high value coking coal coalmine on the Denniston plateau, 13km east of Westport. In the agreement L & M Energy would sell its subsidiary L & M Coal (which holds the exploration and mining permits for the area), to Bathurst and retain a 5% share.

According to The Press 27 September 2010, L & M Coal was seeking 16 consents from the West Coast Regional Council and eight from the Buller District Council for the proposed $NZ84 million mine which was expected to last about 30 years based on recent drilling by Bathurst. Submissions were to close on 22 October 2010.

L & M Energy:

L & M Energy, which owns L & M Coal a New Zealand focused energy company, is listed on the Australian and New Zealand stock exchanges. The Chairman of the L & M Group of private energy companies based in Christchurch is A. Geoffrey Loudon. He says he is an international investor with New Zealand family roots going back to the Hokitika gold fields in 1875. He has over 40 years vast experience as a geologist and as a mining professional and is based in Queenstown, New Zealand. He is also Chairman of Nautilus Minerals Inc., a Canadian-based seabed minerals developer; is a Director and founder of Lihir Gold Ltd, a PNG gold mine developed by Rio Tinto in 1995, and is a founder and investor in Peru Copper Inc. He also spent 19 years in mining finance with Kleinwort Benson Group based in the City of London and Channel Islands (now owned by RHJ International). Kleinwort Benson, incidentally, managed the re-privatization of British Aerospace the first of the British Government’s state asset sales organized by N. M. Rothschild & Sons. It also managed the flotation of Cable & Wireless, and advised the British Government on the sale of British Telecom etc. etc.
Just a quick look at a couple of the other directors on L&M Energy’s Board of Directors provides a good insight as to who really is in control of the company behind the scenes. Douglas W. Ellenor, a Non Executive Director, previously spent 25 years working for Royal Dutch Shell in executive positions. Charles P. Lutyens, a Non Executive Director, based in London, was formerly Managing Director of Rio Tinto India, Head of Project Finance for the Rio Tinto Group.

Geoffrey Louden is also the Chairman and a Non Executive Director of Nautilus Minerals, based in Canada with operations offices in Brisbane Australia, Port Moresby Papua New Guinea and Nuku’alofa Tonga. The company holds tenements in territorial waters and Exclusive Economic Zones of Papua New Guinea, Tonga, Solomon Islands, Fiji and New Zealand for a total area of about 524,000 sq. km. The company’s largest cornerstone shareholders are three of the world’s largest resource companies, including Anglo American (11.1%), Teck Resources (6.8%) and Gazmetall Holding (Cyprus) Ltd (21%). The giant global mining company Anglo American, based in London, is controlled by JP Morgan, the Oppenheimer and Rothschild banking syndicates. It had a market capitalization at June 2009 of around $US25 billion. Teck Resources is another London-controlled mining company based in Vancouver, Canada. Gazmetall is a subsidiary of the giant Metalloinvest Group, one of Russia’s largest iron ore producers headed by one of Vladimir Putin’s Oligarchs, Alisher Usmanov, and funded by Deutsche Bank, Bank of America, Merrill Lynch, Credit Suisse and the Russian bank VTB Capital. Usmanov also owns TV stations, newspapers and the British soccer club Arsenal. L & M Energy Ltd and NZOG are partly owned by a covert subsidiary of the Reserve Bank of New Zealand, New Zealand Central Securities Depository Ltd.

See: http://www.coys.co.nz/company/?no=644859-NEW+ZEALAND=CENTRAL+SECU (click on: “owns other companies”) to see what other companies are secretly owned as well. So once again, it is the foreign international banking pirates that are really in control – not Mr. Geoffrey Louden living in Queenstown!

**Bathurst Resources:**

Bathurst Resources Ltd shares are listed on the Australian Stock Exchange. The major shareholders in the company are: Bank of America Corporation, Merrill Lynch International (based in London), Merrill Lynch (Australia) Ltd and Merrill Lynch (Australia) Futures Ltd (based in Sydney). Immediately before and after the Pike River Mine disaster, someone was buying up shares in the company. As at mid-December 2010, the last ‘Notice of change of interests of substantial holder’ was on 29 November 2010 increasing shareholding from 11.90% to 13.0% in name of Bank of America Corp signed by the bank’s Vice President. Merrill Lynch is owned by Bank of America. http://www.bathurstresources.com/ - then click on ‘Investor Information’ then ‘Announcements’ then ‘Change in Substantial Holding’ Pdf.

New Zealand Prime Minister Hon. John Key, in the Government’s Register of Pecuniary Interests of Members of Parliament: Summary of Annual Returns J7 for 2010 states that he has interests in Bank of America. So what’s going on?

http://www.parliament.nz/en-NZ/MPP/MPs/FinInterests
Interestingly, the New Zealand Prime Minister Hon. John Key, up to 2001, before he headed back to New Zealand to fulfill a long held ambition to stand for Parliament for the National Party, was working in an executive capacity as a currency trader / investment banker at Merrill Lynch offices in London, Singapore and Sydney. On 28 May 2010, The Standard published an article, ‘Key attempts misdirection, blind trust questions remain unanswered’ about Key’s “Whitechapel” assets hidden in his blind trust “Algate.” What is the New Zealand Prime Minister doing? Shouldn’t he be openly declaring his financial interests like everybody else? What is he hiding? These things should be properly investigated and brought out into the light of day should they not?
http://thestandard.org.nz/key-attemps-misdirection-blind-trust-questions-remain-unans

A report written by Ross Louthean on 1 December 2010 entitled, ‘Bathurst chairman tells shareholders open pit mining will negate mining concerns’ stated; “The Chairman of Bathurst Resources Ltd told shareholders in Sydney on Monday (29 November 2010), that the company by developing open cut mines would not face the same issues that hit Pike River Coal Ltd as its underground mine in the nearby Paparoa Range… Munro said that with the growth of Bathurst’s share price its market capitalization now stood at more than $A350 million ($NZ450 million) and the company was on the doorstep of being in the ASX top 300 companies. He said that as the company neared 2011 it had advanced the obtaining of regulatory approval from the NZ Government and was expected to announce soon an offtake agreement with offtake finance agreements with major corporations…”PM John Key is head of the New Zealand Government. What has the New Zealand Prime Minister and his associates been doing behind the scenes? – with his blind “Algate trust”? Surely, it is time for this sort of secret “blind trust” chicanery to stop? Did he, too, have a vested interest in putting Pike River Coal into receivership? – Closing the mine down? Did he, too, have some sort of nefarious behind-the-scenes involvement with Bank of America/Merrill Lynch increasing its shareholding in Bathurst on 29 November 2010? This whole process going on behind the scenes is very “fishy” to say the least. Is this what the public of New Zealand really wants?
CHAPTER TEN

SECRET REASON BEHIND THE REPEAL OF THE FORESHORE AND SEABED ACT: TO EXPLOIT NZ’S VAST MINERAL WEALTH

Linked to the Government’s discussion paper, Maximising our Mineral Potential: Stocktake of Schedule 4 of the Crown Minerals Act and Beyond, where the Government in collusion with foreign big business wants to legislate for and allow opencast mining for minerals and coal in 7,000 hectares of high value conservation land in national parks – comes an even greater proposed piece of devious legislation, unveiled in September 2010 – the Common Marine and Coastal Area Bill which aims to repeal the Foreshore and Seabed Act 2004.

Paradoxically, the Pike River Coalmine disaster, and proposed Bathurst Resources opencast coalmine development consent under changes to Schedule 4 of the Crown Minerals Act also are profoundly closely connected to the repeal of the Foreshore and Seabed Act as well.

Essentially, what the new Common Marine and Coastal Area Bill proposes to do is “fast-track” the repeal of Crown ownership (on behalf of the nation) of the country’s foreshore and seabed out to the 200-mile EEZ limit and “privatize” it to Maori tribes. Unless the public pressure PM John Key and Parliament to stop it, once this surreptitious process is completed, possibly as early as March 2011, the indigenous Maori tribes will privately own this asset.

So why are PM John Key and the Government so urgently proceeding to undemocratically “fast-track” this highly contentious legislation? – when 77% of public submissions were clearly opposed to repealing Crown ownership and 91% were opposed to the new Common Marine and Coastal Area Bill. [http://www.nzcpr.com/CoastalCoalition.html](http://www.nzcpr.com/CoastalCoalition.html)

The true answer is not, of course, to patronizingly help any indigenous Maori tribe or settle any past treaty grievances at all. It is exclusively to clandestinely transfer the entire ownership of New Zealand’s vast natural resources to greedy foreign-owned banks and mining companies. The process is incredibly deceptive, and even the Maori leadership are almost completely unaware that they are just being used as mindless pawns for what soon is to come. This stealthy, extremely cunning process can best be described by using an outstanding similar Australian example taking place at present:

In June 2007, Chip Goodyear of mining giant, BHP Billiton, went to Russia to speak with Sergei Kiriyenko about building a nuclear waste dump at Muckaty, Northern Territory. Then later, on 7 September 2007, Segei Kiriyenko, head of Rosatom (Russia’s Nuclear Agency) signed the Australia-Russia Nuclear Cooperation Agreement with Australia’s Alexander
Downer, which will allow Russia to build a huge nuclear reprocessing facility and waste dump in Australia against overwhelming public opposition.

Well, what happened, is that after the Australian Government handed the former cattle station and land back to the indigenous Aboriginal clans in the area, one of the clans, the Ngapa clan, was effectively bribed by Federal Resources Minister Martin Ferguson (his counterpart in New Zealand is Minister of Energy and Resources Gerry Brownlee) representing the Government and paid $A12 million. Most of it was paid in cash, in a secret agreement to allow the nuclear dump to be built on their land. Because the land had been transferred out of Crown ownership, the public of Australia therefore had no longer any say in the decision because the agreement was private.

Not long ago, other Aboriginal clans that have missed out on their share of the money, headed by Mark Lane Jangala, launched a Federal Court challenge against the Government and the Land Council to try and stop the development from proceeding. As the result the Court has ordered, by consent, the parties enter mediation by the end of January 2011. Most of the general Australian population have absolutely no idea of the level of corruption and serious ramifications of what is happening – in that if the dump and reprocessing plant goes ahead virtually all of Russia’s and Europe’s most deadly radioactive material and potentially still explosive nuclear waste may end up being trans-shipped through the Port of Darwin and be dumped forever just north of Tennant Creek – controlled not by the Australian Commonwealth but directly by Russia.

At present Russia is the only country in the world that receives depleted uranium hexafluoride (with a half life of 24,000 years) from abroad on an industrial scale handling imported waste from foreign nuclear reactors at the Mayak nuclear fuel reprocessing plant about 80 kilometers north of Chelyabinsk. The territory around the plant is now a literal wasteland, with generations of residents suffering from sterility, cancer, asthma, leukemia, serious physical abnormalities and mental disabilities. In short, Mayak is become a nuclear nightmare and is now considered the most polluted place on earth. It just stuns the mind to see that this Mayak waste dump and reprocessing facility may soon be transferred to Australia. Andrew Bartlett, a former Queensland Senator from 1997-1998 has an outstanding website on the issue:

http://andrewbartlett.com/?p=1517

One does not wish or seem to be offensive to the indigenous Aboriginal and Maori people. However, it is an incontrovertible fact that the foremost international business and banking oligarchy at the top have always considered these two groups, unlike the white-man, to all essentially be “just an itinerate bunch of ‘mentally retarded’ degenerate natives” – and therefore, historically, far easier to deal with than the European public to bribe with a “few cheap axes and packets of tobacco.” This is why, and for no other reason, the Foreshore and Seabed Act is to be deceptively repealed, and the whole nation’s inalienable rights to these
precious national resources are to be handed back to the indigenous Maori people, whose elders will then be bribed with a relative pittance, to secretly sell off the nation’s most precious “family silver” for a “penny” to the highest foreign bidder – while the public will have absolutely no say in the transaction at all.

The reason why Pike River Coalmine, in particular, allegedly had to be closed, and in the future redeveloped to fit in with other West Coast “opencast” coalmine production companies, is that some or all of the high quality coking coal may be needed to be used for the planned, giant steel mill, iron, vanadium and titanium recovery operation to be built by Trans-Tasman Resources Ltd in the North Island of New Zealand. The mill is hoped to be the most competitive large scale steel making operation of its type in the world. This is planned to be built, pending negotiations with the Maori tribes and the Government, in the North Island to mine and exploit some of the massive high quality iron-sands resource which lies almost fully along the hundreds of kilometers of North Island west coast beaches.

This is why the last thing in the world these pin-stripe-suited banking oligarchs want is to recommission the Pike River Coalmine as an underground mine, truly uplift and help the Maori people, or indeed benefit the wider general New Zealand community at all. The fact is the name of the game is incalculable greed and enormous profits for the super rich – none of whom at all live in New Zealand.

**New Zealand’s massive iron-sands wealth: now worth hundreds of billions of dollars**

While not generally recognized or known by the general population at large, (it shouldn’t come as a surprise that they don’t want the public to know too much about it before they grab it for themselves) – New Zealand’s North Island west coast contains literally hundreds of billions of dollars worth of the most valuable, extensive, high quality Titanomagnetite (colloquially referred to as iron sands) and most concentrated in iron in the world. This largely untapped store of enormous wealth is simply staggering, and it has not been until very recent times that modern technology, mining techniques and steel mill designs have been able to fully utilize or process it efficiently. In some areas of the North Island’s west coast there are iron-sand hills 90 meters high. Recent drilling and exploration tests in the sea have also shown the iron-sands are located in easily dredgeable areas in shallow waters up to 30 meters deep with no overburden off the coast. The highest concentrations are typically close to the surface and the sands generally go down 40 meters under the seabed and cover thousands of square kilometers. The value of this precious resource is now almost incalculable!

Typical iron content in New Zealand west coast beach sand is 20-25% iron in weight. On top of this, while the iron sands are rich in Fe (magnetite and hematite) it has been discovered they also contain very high concentrations of other extremely valuable minerals as well such as titanium oxide and vanadium oxide. Titanium oxide is a major source of titanium, and New Zealand has, in its iron-sands now the largest deposits in the world. It is increasingly being used to manufacture newly developed hi-tech alloys because of its light weight, incredible high strength and resistance to corrosion. Vanadium is used in producing rust
resistant high speed tool steels. Through modern design and technology, the demand for these minerals is increasing dramatically. New Zealand is simply sitting on a huge gold mine of “black gold” and a select group of insider foreign investors and banks are well aware of it.

In fact, Trans-Tasman Resources Ltd (TTR) is well advanced in its plans now to develop the iron-sands. [http://www.ttrl.co.nz/cms.aspx?page=What_are_Iron_Sands&flag=1](http://www.ttrl.co.nz/cms.aspx?page=What_are_Iron_Sands&flag=1)

The company is already working and talking with the Maori tribes about the projects – now! [http://www.tkmgovt.nz/map](http://www.tkmgovt.nz/map)

Other mining giants are also eyeing up the anticipated huge kiwi iron-sand bonanza too. “Quietly, and for the most part out of the public gaze, some really big names are already here, and they are very serious about the potential in our iron-sands… The west coasts of both islands are being targeted, with almost the entire North Island west coast now under prospecting permits … With iron ore prices around $US100 a tonne, that would mean just one successful iron ore project could earn up to $7 billion a year at current forex rates, enough to halve New Zealand’s balance of payments deficit.”


This is why there is a massive race on secretly behind the scenes to “privatize” New Zealand’s foreshore and seabed! It’s not about what the lying media have been deceptively telling the public at all inferring it’s about appeasing the indigenous “Maoris” – It’s all about giant foreign companies and banks grabbing the nation’s rich mineral resources and overturning public resistance to opencast mining, particularly coal mining in Westland, because some of that high quality coking coal is planned to be used for the proposed new hi-tech steel mill in the North Island in the future!

**New Zealand Steel**

New Zealand Steel Ltd provides a good example of how the New Zealand Government bureaucracy treacherously works not for the citizens of the country but hand in hand with and for the international bankers.

Set up by the Government in 1959, the company went on to own the Taharoa Mine and the Waikato North Head Mine to export and use the iron-sand for steel production. In 1987 the Government privatized the company to Equiticorp, then two years later in 1989 it was sold to Helenus Corp comprising F & P, Steel & Tube, ANZ Bank Group and BHP. In 1992, BHP took up a controlling interest and in 2003 it was renamed Bluescope Steel a subsidiary still of BHP. On 30 September 2008, Bluescope Steel sold the Taharoa iron-sands business to Hong Kong’s largest infrastructure firm Cheung Kong Infrastructure Holdings (CKI) which also just happens now to also own Wellington Electricity Distribution Network. But who really owns CKI? – why Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corp (HSBC) of course!
Based in London, BHP Billiton is the largest mining company in the world and in 2009 generated $US44 billion in income. Who are the controlling owners? – mainly controlled by Jews – Rothschild and Samuel banking families, Credit Suisse Europe, HSBC, JP Morgan Nominees, Chase Nominees, Bank of New York Nominees, Mellon Nominees, National Nominees Ltd, Citicorp Nominees, ANZ Nominees, Potter Warburg Nominees, UBS Nominees etc. – the same holders of all our banks, supermarkets, coal companies and our puppet Government’s overseas debt. These banks and companies are now repatriating to their foreign shareholders and owners simply billions of dollars a year in interest and profits, while many ordinary New Zealand workers and citizens struggle each week simply to pay the family grocery bill or afford basic medical care! Is this acceptable? Is this what people want? http://www.bhpbilliton.com/annualreports2008/2008-business-review-and-annual-rep

Privatizing the World

In 1988, a City of London Jew, Oliver Letwin, at the time head of N.M. Rothschild & Sons Ltd International Privatization Unit (that is now the control center of the world privatization process in every country) wrote a book, Privatizing the World. This is the chief hand-book being used by all international banks, central and local government treasury departments to “privatize” all state assets, including many government departments themselves in each country. How do they do it? – Compliant politicians and apathy of the general public! http://www.biblio.com/9780304315260. Their aim, ultimately, is to soon physically, privately own the whole world! – Everything! This not only includes global mining companies, banks and corporations – it includes all private property owned by the poor and middle classes such as homes, farms, commercial property etc. Their goal, as far as governments are concerned, is to “privatize” all the remaining state assets of the world by owning them directly outright or transferring the more publicly “sensitive” ones into Public/Private Partnerships (which they will control anyway). This includes “all” the assets in every country – including national conservation parks, the foreshore and seashore!!!! It includes even schools, hospitals, social welfare, prisons, police, roads – you name it. What they want is everything!

N.M. Rothschild & Sons in London even right from the very beginning provided most of the early funding for the New Zealand Government directly themselves at least from 1875 with Loan # 000/401C/16 1875. They have also funded many other governments and countries including the United States, telephone companies, railways, the big mining companies – Rio Tinto, De Beers, and big oil companies like Royal Dutch Shell. Why not check it out sometime in a few of their archives?

http://www.rothschildarchive.org/textguide/?doc=/textguide/articles/000_401_filelist

It is time that good, honest, ordinary hardworking people all woke up to this scam. Is it not? Well, in the next chapter we’ll see what these benevolent gentlemen in pin-striped suits are doing to us here in New Zealand, through our highly respected Treasury and Government.
CHAPTER ELEVEN

FOREIGN INTERNATIONAL BANKER’S TAKEOVER OF NEW ZEALAND

You will not hear or read about many of the following figures in your local mainstream foreign banker-controlled media, mainstream TV or newspapers because they don’t want the public to wake up while the nation is being fleeced! Hence, the true total amount of Gross Foreign Debt is always grossly understated by the media. At present the Government is borrowing in excess of $NZ300 million a week or in excess of $15 billion a year simply to keep the ship afloat. Obviously this cannot continue for much longer. Apart from the unanticipated expenditure covering the Christchurch Earthquake, Government spending is now simply entirely out of control – and it is being done deliberately by senior Government, Treasury and Reserve Bank officials – who are acting on behalf of foreign banking masters.

The reason why absolutely NOTHING is being done to reign in this excessive over-spending is that a psychological tool called Hegelian Dialectics (simplified, “problem – reaction – solution”) strategy is being implemented on the naïve New Zealand public by the bankers through the media and the Government. The idea is to first almost “bankrupt” the country soon (problem) – then quickly introduce severe “austerity measures” on the general masses which will create a “violent response” (reaction) – and in response to this, come up with the “only real practical answer” (solution) – is the need to “privatize” all the remaining national state assets, Crown “family silver” and sell-off the whole country to the highest bidder (to the foreign bankers themselves of course) and in the process allow their mining companies to come in and almost unrestrictedly mine the prime conservation national park areas, foreshores and sea-beds throughout the entire country.

The following figures are closer to New Zealand’s real total approximate gross foreign debt position as at December 2008 prepared by Mr. John Pemberton. His website is:

Total NZ Debt (to December 2008): .................................................................$431 billion
Total Interest: .....................................................................................................$39.0 billion
Population: ...............................................................................................................4.29 billion
Average interest paid per person: .................................................................$9147 p.a.

On top of this, in 2009, New Zealand PM John Key said his government alone was borrowing another $NZ40 billion to fund its massive deficit spending for 2009, 2010 and 2011. During October 2010, the Minister of Finance Bill English said the projected government deficit spending for this financial year 2010/2011 (without the Canterbury Earthquake assistance costs) is running at $13.9 billion. It is now, in December 2010, still rising and is in excess of
$15 billion. It is quite possible that by the end of the 2011-2012 financial year the
government will have borrowed not only another $40 billion extra for the three years as
anticipated – but another $50 billion or more! – thus taking the country’s total gross foreign
debt (even without any further private sector or local government borrowing which must be
added on top of this figure), to a massive $481 billion! At an average interest rate on this
commercial debt of approximately 9% x $481 billion, by 2011/2012 the total interest on this
debt will be a massive $43.29 billion. This is interest alone!

This financial year 2009/2010 the NZ Government’s official budgeted spending on Health is
$12.4 billion, Social Welfare $11.7 billion, Education $10.9 billion and Superannuation $7.7
billion. Taken together, these four areas of social spending make up more than two thirds of
all Government spending, a total of $42.8 billion out of a total budget of $62.3 billion.
http://www.grownups.co.nz/read/money/politics/politics-welfare-reform

So put another way, by 2011/2012, New Zealand as a nation will be spending more on
interest ($43.29 billion) being paid to these foreign banking criminals and blood-suckers
(yes they’re the same parasites that own NZOG controlling shareholder of Pike River
Coal Ltd) than the Government is right now spending on Health, Social Welfare, Education and Superannuation ($42.8 billion) combined!

All this is quietly going on behind the scenes while these highly over-paid, servile
Government, Treasury, Reserve Bank and Business Roundtable lackeys of these foreign
bankers are now literally sucking the economic life-blood out of the whole New Zealand
economy – assisted by the aligned media – while they have the downright cheek and
shameless audacity to say all New Zealanders must “save more, must work harder, and there
is now no more money left for many basic education programs, state funded health services,
elective surgery, genuine ACC claimants,” or even in the future to have fully funded state
superannuation from age 65. The Chairman of ACC, John Judge, by the way, just happens to
also be a director of the ANZ National Bank. ACC was also a major shareholder in Pike
River Coal Ltd. Clearly the financial and political system must radically change and it must
begin at the top. Soon!

Saint Paul in (KJV) 1 Timothy 6:10 succinctly advised Timothy, “For the love of money is the
root of all evil.” Perhaps Joseph Pulitzer was thinking of this verse when, in December 1878,
he was reported in the St. Louis Dispatch as saying; “Money is the great power today. Men
sell their souls for it. Women sell their bodies for it. Others worship it. The money power has
grown so great that the issue of all issues is whether the corporation shall rule this country or
the country shall again rule the corporations.”

In the next following and final chapter, severe criticism will be directed at the Royal
Commission of Inquiry, as it fits into our corrupt British, corporate, government, police and
judicial systems. To fully appreciate the allegations, as an introduction, a read of the US
Declaration of Independence (about the repeated tyranny of the British king and his agents) is
CHAPTER TWELVE

CONCLUSION: ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY OR LAWSUIT?

In the Commonwealth countries (called Commonwealth Realms), most eminent lawyers, barristers and judges are fully aware that all Commissions of Inquiry and Royal Commissions of Inquiry are always used as a trick to “whitewash” or “cover-up” corporate/government corruption or negligence – while giving the simple-minded members of the general public the impression that some form of justice has been done when really it has not. The only way the real truth can ever be impartially brought out is through a proper public, open High Court trial with a Jury of peers.

Royal Commissions of Inquiry are carefully set up to conclude at a substantially later date than the event occurred that they are investigating to “take the heat” out of the issue, so that by the time the Commission finally presents its report everybody has largely forgotten about the event and the emotional aspects have mostly subsided. Thus, this is why the Pike River Royal Commission of Inquiry headed by High Court judge Justice Graham Panckhurst is to report back to the Governor General by March 2012 to allow for the dust to settle.

In New Zealand, although a Royal Commission has considerable powers, it cannot be set up to determine whether or not a person has even committed a crime. A Royal Commission can only “inquire” into such matters as are specified in its roving appointment and Terms of Reference. Usually a great deal of thought goes into choosing the Commission Chairman (usually a retired judge) and also formulating the Terms of Reference including the date by which it must finish, especially if something has to be carefully “covered up.” A Royal Commission is appointed on the advice of the Government and formally appointed by Letters Patent. It is responsible to the Crown and not the Governor-General in Council (Government Executive Council) which means that the Royal Commission is not set up to report to Parliament at all (on behalf of the people), but it is set up to address its report directly to the Governor-General who is the Crown and Sovereign’s sole legal representative.

There is an old Roman Latin maxim. Nemo debet esse judex in propria causa ‘No one can be judge in his own cause.’ Rarely, if ever, will the real truth be uncovered from a Royal Commission of Inquiry. This is because, while the New Zealand Justice Department and New Zealand Police are ostensibly Government departments, the Sovereign through his or her representative, the Governor General, appoints all the judges, the Police Commissioner and all sworn police officers – not the New Zealand Parliament (on behalf of the people).
Queen Elizabeth II and her [corrupt?] judges and police officers

At her Coronation on 2 June, 1953, Queen Elizabeth II took an Oath which included a simple answer to a statement presented to her by the Archbishop of Canterbury, “Will you to the utmost of your power maintain the Laws of God and the true profession of the Gospel? …etc.” To this the Queen answered, “All this I promise to do. The things which I have here performed, I will perform, and keep. So help me God.” Once the taking of the full Oath concludes, an ecclesiastic presents the King James Bible 1611 to the Sovereign, saying, “Here is Wisdom; This is the royal Law; These are the lively Oracles of God.”

In Commonwealth countries, the Queen then appoints her Governor General to act on her behalf to carry out her Coronation Oath, which is to carry out the Laws and lively Oracles of God in the King James Bible. The Governor General, on her behalf, then appoints the Judges, Commissioner of Police and all sworn Police Officers to carry out her Coronation Oath as well (not the Government). This is the basis of all Law and Justice in New Zealand and supersedes all other laws. This is why the Chief Justice is paid more than the Prime Minister!

The problem arises that all Her Majesty’s Judges are now paid huge salaries. Deuteronomy 16: 18-19 in the King James Bible implies that all judges should not be paid at all, which means that not only are all judges betraying their own Oath, they are betraying the Queen’s Oath as well. The reason why this law was given to Israel in the Bible, is that it is impossible to have a fair, impartial trial (at least without a jury) when the judge will always rule in favor of those who are paying him his large salary – exemplified in the old maxim, “He who pays the piper calls the tune.” The same principle applies with the Commissioner of Police and to a lesser extent all Sworn Police Officers. A judge’s position should be an “honorary” one not a paid one. What has happened through the passage of time is that the judiciary as a whole, and politicians too, have retained the “honor” part of their Oath for prestigious reasons, but have severely compromised their integrity and judgment by lining their pockets with filthy lucre. So beware – he who pays the piper DOES call the tune!

Royal Commissions of Inquiry & Corruption in the Police Force

Clearly, in spite of all judges not fully carrying out their Oath to Her Majesty, not all judges and police are inherently dishonest. However, the higher up the “pecking order” you go and the more they are paid, the more likely they are to be corruptible.

A good example of an outstanding honest judge (in this author’s opinion) who headed a Royal Commission of Inquiry in New Zealand was Justice Peter Mahon who headed the one-man Royal Commission of Inquiry into the Mount Erebus disaster. When he released his report on 27 April 1981, in paragraph 377, he controversially claimed Air New Zealand airline executives and senior management were engaged in a conspiracy to whitewash the inquiry, and he famously accused them of “an orchestrated litany of lies” by “covering up” evidence and lying to investigators. Mahon found that the pilots were not to blame for the crash at all as the airline senior management had claimed, but they had been given incorrect
flight waypoint coordinates. Air New Zealand appealed to the NZ Court of Appeal who quite
amazingly supported them. Mahon courageously in turn appealed to the Privy Council in
London. Amazingly, again, the corrupt Law Lords in London dismissed his appeal. Aviation
author, John King wrote a book about it.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Erebus_disaster

But more often than not other Commissions of Inquiry have been obvious “cover-ups” and
“whitewashes.” The Commission of Inquiry into the Cave Creek disaster in which 14 people
died when a Department of Conservation (DOC) scenic platform collapsed (also in the
Paparoa National Park like the Pike River Coalmine) was a “cover-up” plagued with missing
documents and evasive testimonies. Although DOC took full responsibility for the accident,
nobody was charged, although Minister of Conservation Denis Marshall did resign in May
1996. Several years down the track some families of victims still cannot understand why
criminal charges were never laid and some have requested police reopen the file and make
the information open to the public. However, this will likely never happen because part of the
agreement was that the $NZ2.7 million in compensation paid to “buy off” individual
claimants remain confidential and it is understood one of the specific terms of the agreement
precludes families from taking any future action. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cave_Creek-
disaster

In respect of the Police, in Australia, the Royal Commission into the New South Wales
Police Service (Wood Royal Commission) (1995-1997) was set up to look into systemic and
entrenched corruption within the New South Wales Police. What it uncovered, (in spite of
Police Commissioner Tony Lauer’s public statements to the contrary), was that there were
literally hundreds of instances of bribery, money laundering, drug trafficking, and falsifying
of evidence by police. As the result, the Police Commissioner Tony Lauer resigned, reforms
were made, but nobody was charged.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Commission_into_the_New_South_Wales_Police

Later, similarly, as the result of widespread public concern over the behavior and integrity of
the Western Australian Police (WAPS), the Kennedy Royal Commission (2002-2004) was
appointed to investigate into whether there was corrupt or criminal conduct by any Western
Australian Police Officer. The final report of the Commission concluded that: “…the full
range of corrupt or criminal conduct from stealing to assaults, perjury, drug dealing and the
improper disclosure of confidential information have been examined and [the Western
Australian Police force] has been ineffective in monitoring those events and modifying its
procedures to deal with that conduct and to prevent its repetition. …The fact that there remain
in WAPS a number of officers who participated in this conduct, and who not only refused to
admit it, but also uniformly denied it with vehemence, is a matter of concern.” Again, nobody
was charged.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_commission_into WHETHER THERE HAS BEEN CORRUPT

When The Australian journalist, Ean Higgins, quite justifiably, asked what a “local country
cop” was doing leading the Pike River mine rescue operation (all of the Australian journalists
thought the fact that the police were put in charge was strange), the Police Commissioner Howard Broad slammed his comments as being “disgraceful.” He then was reported as going on to say the Police Federation of Australia had asked him to pass on the full support of Australian police, and told him they regretted the comments of “one foolish journalist.” The point is, nobody should be above the law, and the track record of the police both in New Zealand and in Australia is far from perfect. http://anticorruption.co.nz
http://www.guerillamedia.co.nz/content/corrupt-judge-losing-his-fight-kiwis-first

Corruption of Lawyers & Legal System

All lawyers, barristers and judges cannot practice unless they are members of their local “Bar Association,” a sub-branch of Temple Bar (named after the Knights Templar, a Masonic secret society) in London. All lawyers and barristers’ first allegiance is to the Court and to the Judge – not the client. Because of this corrupt legal system which severely compromises the basic rights of clients, (especially in sensitive or politically profiled cases like one which would occur if the Pike River victim’s families were ever to file charges against anyone), often better informed members of the public will be extremely wary and suspicious of any lawyer or barrister appointed to represent them. Those who have less faith in getting proper legal counsel or representation from a lawyer or barrister will either choose to represent themselves or choose a McKenzie friend or a Next friend. http://www.pglherts.org/node/243

A McKenzie friend is a person, usually not legally qualified and certainly not a member of the Bar Association, who assists a litigant who wishes to represent themselves in a Common Law court. The crucial point is that, under the law, all litigants in person are entitled to have assistance, lay or professional help. A McKenzie friend cannot act as a legal representative and usually is not allowed to speak, other than quietly to the litigant. Generally, most judges will hate people representing themselves in this way, but it is a lawful right for everyone. The role of a McKenzie friend is distinct from that of a Next friend.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/McKenzie_friend

A Next friend at Common Law is a name used for a person who represents an action of another person who is under disability or otherwise unable to maintain a lawsuit on their own behalf. This disability often arises from a child/minor, mental incapacity, or lack of access to proper legal counsel. A Next friend is often used by someone who does not have a legal guardian or someone authorized to act on their behalf with power of attorney.

Because of perceived endemic corruption or just basic dishonesty of lawyers and attorneys, one notable use of a Next friend status was in connection with many lawsuits brought by detainees at Guantanamo Bay prior to the enactment of the Military Commissions Act of 2006.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Next_friend
Author’s advice for Pike River victim’s families & others involved in similar cases

This is only the personal advice and opinion of this author. If any lawsuit is ever to be brought against anyone through the High Court, because of the possible complexity and “international profile” of the case, it is thought, perhaps, a suitable, eminent barrister should be chosen to represent the families rather than a McKenzie friend or a Next friend – however, it is important to instruct him properly – and watch him very closely because under the existing legal system his first loyalty is to the court and the judge – not the client!
If you’re not happy with anything don’t be afraid to speak up! Royalty, judges, politicians, bankers and rich business people do not possess any greater integrity or honor than anybody else, although they usually arrogantly like to think so themselves. Christ chose simple fishermen, just ordinary working people to be his disciples – not royalty, politicians, rich men or lawyers! Beware of groundless media spin (for inevitably it will come) against allegations in books like this one. Never give up. Let the sole truth and bare facts speak for themselves.

Prima facie case or Res ipsa loquitur?

A *prima facie* case (from the Latin term *prima facie* ‘at first face’ or ‘at first sight’) in modern legal terms is where sufficient evidence is usually first required (unless rebutted) to prove a particular proposition or fact, before bringing a case to full trial.

However, in this case, it therefore seems obvious that now there is simply such an “overwhelming amount of evidence” not only to present a *prima facie* case against a number of people to bring them to trial. There also exists in common law a precept in Latin called, *res ipsa loquitur* (“the thing speaks for itself”) – which means that the facts now make it self-evident that negligence or other responsibility has occurred and lies with a party, and it is not necessary to provide any more extraneous details to bring the case to trial, since any reasonable person would immediately find the facts of the case so compelling.

This, then, is the basis upon which those all held responsible should be summarily forthwith brought to trial.

Finally, this momentous case should be filed not only to bring basic justice to the immediate deceased miner’s families – much more vitally, because of the sheer enormity of the alleged crime involving people at the highest level of the New Zealand Government and business community – to deny the case from proceeding and let the perpetrators get off scot-free, surely? – will unfortunately mean, for each and every one of us, that the ruler-ship of the entire country by international banks and a global, corporate elite has, almost overnight, insidiously transformed us from a free and open parliamentary democracy – to a subtle form of fascist dictatorship ruled by global, corporate tyranny. In a much broader context, this case not only has profound ramifications for just New Zealand – it has profound implications for the entire free world – which is now being increasingly ruled by these corporate criminals.

~oooOooo~